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Content Summary 

This document is intended for advanced users who wish to use the CQC XML Gateway Server to write their own outboard applications 
that interact with CQC. The XML Gateway Server (called the ‘gateway server’ from here forward) is an optional CQC component that 
supports a simple ‘XML over Sockets’ protocol. This protocol gives external programs access to CQC macros, device and field 
information, the ability to read/write fields, access media information, and so forth, i.e. the things you would need to implement external 
control interfaces or automation logic. It does not expose any system configuration APIs. 

The gateway protocol does not require any of our code on your side of the connection. It is a pure ‘on the wire’ protocol, so you can use it 
from any device that can parse and format simple XML and which supports streaming sockets. The protocol does enforce the CQC 
security system, so clients must still log on in order to interact via the gateway protocol, and this requires the Blowfish encryption 
algorithm and the MD5 hash algorithm, of which there are various free examples available on the web. 

Preliminary Notes  

 To use the gateway protocol, you must have installed the XML Gateway Server. This is one of the optional features you can 
select when installing CQC. 

 Generally, you would install a single instance on the master server, but you can install it on some other server and you can 
install multiple instances of it in the network, if that is warranted (not on the same machine, but a single instance on more than 
one machine.) You will attach to the server in the usual way, by getting the address of the target host and opening a socket. 

 The XML used in the protocol is very simple, and only uses pretty basic XML features. But you will need to deal with things like 
escaping characters that are illegal in a given XML construct (e.g. a < character in character content and so forth.) 
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The Big Picture 

Before getting into the details, first we'll cover the basic functionality provided and the general structure of a client that would use this API. 
There are four major components of the API: logon, information query, action invocation, and field value polling. These are described 
briefly first. 

 Logon. CQC is a secure system. All client applications must log onto the system with a user name and password that has 
been assigned by the CQC system administrator. There are two APIs used in login.  

 Information Query. Clients that wish to provide a graphically driven mechanism by which the user tells it what to do must be 
able to present the available options to the user. The ‘information query’ APIs allow the user to ask for the list of available 
templates, macros, devices and fields, and to ask for the contents/definitions of fields, templates, and images. 

 Action Invocation. The action invocation APIs allow the client to invoke a macro or to write a value to a driver field. These are 
the fundamental actions supported by CQC.  CML Macros are run on the Gateway server, on behalf of the client, so they do 
not have to understand the CML language. 

 Field Polling. If the client wishes to display device state information, which are represented as 'fields' by CQC, the field polling 
API provides two calls, one to indicate which fields it is interested in, and another to initially get the current value of those fields, 
and then track which ones have changed. 

 Disconnection. When the application is ready to disconnect, it can send a CQCGW:Disconnect message to let the server 
know that it is going to drop the connection and that it is an intended drop, not an unintentional one. This message is supported 
in CQC versions 4.0.1 and later. 

  

The basic flow of a client would depend on what it is used for. In all cases the first step will be to logon to the CQC system. This must be 
done before anything else. The, if the client is a 'viewer' application, it would likely either load previously saved data created by some third 
party designer program, or download CQC templates and images, and then use that data to poll CQC fields and animate its display based 
on the returned values. And it would, in reaction to user interaction with the GUI, invoke actions or write to fields as required. When the 
user selects to close the application or logoff, the application would send a disconnect message and then drop the socket connection.  

Protocol Basics 

The XML Gateway Server uses a socket interface. It will be listening on the port it was set to during the install, so a client would want to 
open a stream oriented socket, using the TCP protocol, on that port, using the address of the server on which the XML Gateway Server is 
running. As soon as you open the socket, you will get a CQCGW:ConnRes reply from the server. It will indicate one of two things, either 
that the connection was accepted, or the reason it was rejected. The only current reason for rejection is that the server has maxed out on 
client connections.  

If the connection is accepted, the client must immediately do a logon. This is a two step process, the details of which will be discussed 
below. In the CQC system, a 'security token' is required in order for a client to do most operations. Since the gateway server clients are 
not native CQC applications, they cannot understand the security token, so the server itself will act as the client's proxy in the CQC 
system, holding the security token on the client's behalf and using it where required. As long as the client holds the socket open after a 
legal logon, the security token will be maintained. 

All messages passed between the client and server follow a similar pattern. There is a simple 'header' structure that contains some 
information to support breaking the stream of data into legal messages, and which contains some validation information to help insure that 
sent data arrived intact. So each message will involve filling in a header and sending that header (which also includes the number of bytes 
in the actual message text), and then sending the message text itself. The other side will read in a header and use that information to 
know how much message data to read. It will read that message data and then validate it using the header validation information. If that 
checks out, it will attempt to parse it as XML data. If the message parses ok, then the program acts on the message received. 

The protocol is strictly client server, in a query/response mode. The server never talks to the client without being spoken to first, except 
that initial connection accept/decline message. And there will be one reply for each message sent. So the client will always follow a 'send 
and listen for reply' pattern, which provides a natural form of ‘flow control’ between the two ends. 
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Protocol Details 

This section will cover the details of the header and message format. The details of the actual messages supported are covered in 
subsequent sections. 

The message header has the following format: 

typedef unsigned char   TCard1; 

typedef unsigned short  TCard2; 

typedef unsigned int    TCard4; 

 

#pragma pack(push,1) 

struct TPacketHdr 

{ 

    TCard4  c4MagicVal1; 

    TCard4  c4SeqNum; 

    TCard4  c4DataSize; 

    TCard2  c2CheckSum; 

    TCard1  c1Flags; 

    TCard4  c4MagicVal2; 

}; 

#pragma pack(pop) 

const TCard4 c4MagicVal1 = 0xDEADBEEF; 

const TCard4 c4MagicVal2 = 0xFEEDBEAD; 

const TCard1 c1Flag_Encrypted = 0x0001; 

 

Some typedefs are provided in order to allow users on different platforms to set the correct data types. TCard1, TCard2, and TCard4 are 
cardinal (unsigned) values of one, two, and four bytes respectively. The two and four byte cardinal values must be converted to little 
endian format before transmission if the client platform is big endian, which could be the case on some PocketPC or tablet based systems 
since they can use non-Intel CPUs. Just do the standard byte swapping operation on them, which most platforms will support in some way 
or another. 

The header starts and ends with some magic values, which are just used as a sanity check to quickly insure that a valid header is being 
read, and to attempt to re-synchronize if the streams get out of sync. A sequence number is used to help the client know that it hasn't 
missed any messages. When the server responds to a message from a client, it will echo the sequence number back. It will consider it an 
error if a sequence number is missed, so the client should increment the number by one for each message sent. 

 Note that the header is byte packed, meaning there is no spacing between the members of the header structure. Some platforms 
have native spacing that they will use by default to maximize efficiency, but in this case the emphasis is on portability, and 
everyone can understand a structure in which each member value follows immediately after another, including systems which 
must treat them as byte streams processed sequentially. 

 

The c4DataSize field is the number of bytes in the actual messages data that follows the header. The receiving application will issue a 
read for the number of bytes indicated, and should be able to expect it to arrive quickly, i.e. the header shouldn't be sent until the 
message data is ready to send, and it should be sent immediately after the header. 

The c2CheckSum field is calculated by setting a TCard2 value to zero, then adding the value of each byte of the message to it, allowing it 
to just overflow if the sum is larger than 0xFFFF. It only includes the actual message text, not any of the header bytes. Both sides should 
always check this checksum and report errors if it incorrect, because this indicates either a bug in the code of the other side, or a 
scrambling of the message data during transit or handling. 

Message Text Format 

The actual message text, as mentioned above, is in XML. However, that still leaves a lot of leeway, since XML can be encoded in many 
ways. It would be preferred that the text be flattened into the buffer using the UTF-8 format, since that format is endian neutral and tends 
to be as efficient as the native encoding allows. If the client has no means to support UTF-8 (which would be very unusual since it is a 
required format for XML parsers), it can use another encoding, preferably UTF-16LE, UTF-16BE, US-ASCII, or one of the ISO-8859-X 
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encodings (where X is 1 through 6.) Just set the ‘encoding=’ statement appropriately to indicate the encoding and be sure that the text is 
actually in that encoding. 

 The server will always reply in UTF-8 format, with no BOM, so the client's XML parser must handle UTF-8. 
 

The text should be streamed (or formatted, or flattened, or whatever it is called on your platform) to a buffer, and that buffer should be 
check summed and that check sum placed into the header along with the number of bytes in the flattened representation. 

XML Format 

The XML message format has a well defined form. It will have a root element of CQCGW:Msg. Currently, that message has a single child 
element, and that child element will be the actual message. The list of possible child elements will be covered later in a reference section. 
Here is an example message sent from the client to the server to write a value to a field, reformatted a bit by hand to make it fit better on 
the page. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE CQCGW:Msg PUBLIC 

                    'urn:charmedquark.com:CQC-GWProtocol.DTD' 

                    'CQCGWProtocol.DTD'> 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:WriteField CQCGW:Field="Kramer.InputNum" CQCGW:Value="2"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

As you can see, the root element is CQCGW:Msg, as it always is. The one and only child of that message is a CQCGW:WriteField 
element. It has two attributes. One is the moniker/field to write to. And second is the value to write. Most messages are no more complex 
than this. 

And you can see 'QName' type names are used, with prefixes, however no attempt to actually use namespace processing is made, so 
clients don't need to support XML namespaces to use this protocol. In fact, since the CQCGW namespace is never defined in an xmlns= 
attribute, you would get errors if you did so. Since it uses a DTD, and since there is no mixing of third party tags, there is no real need for 
namespace processing overhead. 

The DOCTYPE statement will be of some interest. Since the server, and it is assumed the client, will use a hard coded version of the 
DTD, i.e. built into the application itself, a PUBLIC id is used. It uses a URN that can be used internally within the application to map the 
external entity reference to the actual hard coded DTD text, or even to load it from a file if that is necessary on the particular client, or to 
load it from a standard entity cache or catalogue if that client platform's XML parser supports such thing. The system id at the end is used 
purely for error reporting, since most parsers will give the system id as the source entity when it reports errors. 

Obviously, since some user entered values can have arbitrary character content, both sides must be careful to correctly escape reserved 
characters in any particular XML context, using either the intrinsic or numeric character references. For instance, a quote in a value that 
will be transmitted in an attribute must be escaped. 'Less than' characters in PCDATA content must be escaped via a character reference; 
otherwise they will look like the start of an element. When PCDATA is used to transmit content, no leading or trailing white space should 
be added, so that the other side can take the content literally as is and not have to do any post processing, other than the normal 
expansion of character references that the XML parser will do for them. 

You must also be sure to escape characters that cannot be represented in the encoding you use. This is another reason for using UTF-8 
(or one of the UTF-16 variants), since they can represent any of the data that needs to be sent. This is particularly important when you 
use things like the media calls, since they will return things like CD/DVD titles and track names and description data, which can be non-
representable in  ASCII or the ISO-8895-X encodings. 
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Logon Protocol 

The most complex part of the protocol by far, since the rest is so simple, is the logon sequence. There is a key problem here. CQC's 
security server knows all the users and their passwords. The client computer on which the user is logging in knows the user name and 
password the user just entered. Somehow, the client must prove that it knows this password without that information ever being 
transmitted over the network (where it could be intercepted.) Doing this involves both sides doing a small dance so that the client can 
prove what it knows without ever openly showing its cards. The basic means of doing this seemingly impossible thing is to find a way to 
indirectly prove that both sides share a 'secret', the password entered by the user. So CQC uses a well known and widely used 'challenge' 
exchange to make the client prove what it knows.  

First of all, keep in mind that the actual password that the user enters is never stored in CQC. What actually gets stored is an MD5 hash 
of the password. MD5 is a means of processing an input buffer of data bytes which will generate a 128 bit (16 byte) sequence that is 
astronomically unlikely to be generated by any other set of input data. To give some perspective, 128 bits is 2^128th power, which is 
literally astronomically huge, far more than the stars in the entire universe not just our Milky Way galaxy, but in the billions of other 
galaxies most of which are bigger than ours, 340,282,366,920,938,463,463,374,607,431,768,211,456 to be exact. So the number of 
possible permutations means that the likelihood of generating the same hash from randomly entered passwords is pretty close to zero. 
Even a small difference in the input will generate a completely different hash. 

CQC's password hashes are generated like this: Take the user's password, which will be entered as text. Convert this to UTF-8 format, 
without any leading BOM (byte order mark.) Feed this into the MD5 hashing algorithm, just the text not any terminating character, and you 
have the hash. Since UTF-8 is endian neutral, it will generate the same results on any platform. Since UTF-8 is effectively just an 
encoding of Unicode, it can represent any language. The one thing you must be careful of is to be sure that your transcoding system 
normalizes duplicated code points (such as space, which have more than one representation in Unicode) to the lower numbered versions, 
i.e. to their ISO-8859-1 equivalents. Some transcoders will also generate a BOM for UTF-8, so remove it if so. 

So, now we have a situation where the CQC security server has the user name and password hash, and the client has the user name and 
the hash of the password just entered by the user. The client will first send a logon request message to the XML Gateway Server. This 
passes along the user name, which is passed in the open since it is not assumed to be secret information. The server will respond with 
three pieces of data, of which here is a sample of that exchange, with the standard goop removed for easier reading. 

<!-- The client sends this --> 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

     <CQCGW:LogonReq CQCGW:UserName="Admin"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

<!-- The server sends this back --> 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:LogonChallenge 

           CQCGW:ChallengeData='FF7FE4A227C626BF9528369B6C855714' 

           CQCGW:ChallengeKey='259C42CEDA13657A10467B00C1597144'> 

           CQCGW:SessKey ='D25936C542ED104A17A6159007B44C71'> 

    </CQCGW:LogonChallenge> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The first two values returned are a challenge data buffer and challenge key. The server basically generated two random, 128 bit values, 
and the encrypted them both using the user's password as the key in a Blowfish encryption operation. The client has 5 seconds to 
respond to this message, or the challenge will become invalid. The client must also create a Blowfish encrypter, using the MD5 password 
hash as the key. It must use this to decrypt the two passed values, into two new 128 bit values, which should now be back to the original 
randomly generated values that the CQC server created. 

It now must use the decrypted key to encrypt the decrypted challenge data. It then has to send this challenge data back in its new form. 
So, basically, the client has now proven that it knows a user name and password, without either the password, or the password hash, or 
any useful data directly encrypted with the password hash being exchanged over the network. The two values sent in the challenge are 
encrypted with the password hash, but they are randomly generated values, and the value returned is encrypted by a randomly generated 
key, not the original MD5 hash key. So these values are extremely difficult to use in a crack, even if a number of them are accumulated. 
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<!-- Client sends the response, asking for a security token --> 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:GetSecurityToken 

          CQCGW:ResponseData="1B3EEECB0E1A2AEC274509BB2B65F5AA"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

<!-- Server sends back an ack  --> 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:AckReply CQCGW:Info=”[userrole]/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

So the client now sends back a request to get a security token, and the ResponseData value contains the correctly decrypted and re-
encrypted challenge data. If the user entered a correct password for the user name, then this returned challenge data will, when 
decrypted using the originally generated password, be equal to the originally generated challenge data (which was never exposed on the 
wire.) In that case, the server knows the login is valid, and returns an ack message. If the login fails, it will return a nak message with the 
reason for the failure. It would look like this: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:NakReply 

       CQCGW:ReasonText='The password was incorrect. Please try again.'> 

    </CQCGW:NakReply> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Note that the security token is not actually returned to you. For XML Gateway clients, the token is held for you by the Gateway Server, 
and as long as you keep the socket open it will use this security token in any calls into the CQC system it does on your behalf. If the 
socket connection is ever dropped, then you open a new socket and do a new login. 

If an AckReply is sent back, as of CQC version 4.0.1, the CQCGW:Info attribute will contain an indicator of the user role of the user 
account that was logged into, which the application can use for whatever purposes it wants, generally to limit options presented to the 
user. 

Encrypted Sessions 

One of the values returned in the logon challenge above was not discussed, since it is only used if you want to have messages 
encrypted between your application and the gateway server. The third value, CQCGW:SessKey, is a session key that can be used to 
encrypt exchanged messages. It comes to you just like the challenge key does, i.e. it is encrypted using the password hash, so you 
should decrypt it the same way, resulting in a key that you can set up on a Blowfish encrypter that you will use for message encryption. 

This session key is provided regardless of whether encryption is used or not, but you only need to do anything with it if you are going to 
request an encrypted session. You do that by setting an optional parameter on the logon request: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

     <CQCGW:LogonReq CQCGW:UserName="Admin" CQCGW:Encrypted=”Yes”/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The “CQCGW:Encrypted=”Yes” attribute indicates to the server that you want to use encryption. This will cause the server to encrypt all 
messages that it sends to you. Note that you don’t have to encrypt messages you send to the server, even if you request an encrypted 
session, but it wouldn’t make sense not to. The c1Flags member of the packet header indicates whether a message is encrypted or not. 
If the 0th bit is set, the c1Flag_Encrypted constant above, then the message is encrypted, else it is not. If you send a message to the 
server that is not encrypted, as long as you don’t set the 0th flag bit, it will happily accept it, though it will respond with an encrypted reply 
if the session is encrypted. For that matter, you can send an encrypted message even if the session isn’t encrypted overall, as long as 
0th flag bit is set, but the server will respond with an unencrypted reply. 

Some things to keep in mind for encrypted sessions: 

 Generate the checksum on the data after you encrypt it, since that is what the server is going to receive and need to do the 
checksum calculation on. And, conversely, check the checksum on the encrypted data you receive, before you decrypt it. 

 Don’t start encrypting messages until after the logon sequence is completed, and the server will not start encrypting messages 
until after it returns the final ACK of the logon sequence. 
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 The server will not encrypt image data. The overhead just isn’t worth it vs. the risk of images being intercepted. But all other 
messages will be encrypted if you request an encrypted session. 

 If you lose the connection and have to reconnect, you will have to log back in and of course will get a new session key, so don’t 
use the key in any way that would be affected if the key changes. 

More Information 

For more information on Blowfish, see the web site of its author www.Schneier.com. He has links there to various available 
implementations and other useful stuff if you are going to implement Blowfish yourself. I would also recommend his excellent book on 
cryptography, "Applied Cryptography". 

http://www.schneier.com/blowfish.html
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Protocol DTD 

This page just provides the DTD of the API. It is just presented as is, without documentation. The documentation is provided in 
subsequent sections as each message type is discussed. The DTD is just provided to aid the XML savvy to get a quick view of the 
protocol, and so that you can incorporate it into your client application for validation if you wish.  The formatting is somewhat mangled 
here to keep it from being too wide. 

 

<!ENTITY % FldTypes 'MEng.Boolean | MEng.Card4 | MEng.Int4 

                     | MEng.Float8 | MEng.String | MEng.StringList 

                     | MEng.Time'> 

 

<!ENTITY % AccessTypes 'None | Read | Write | ReadWrite'> 

<!ENTITY % OptFlags 'NoAlpha | ImgInfo'> 

<!ENTITY % PauseState 'Resumed | Paused'> 

<!ENTITY % FldStatusList 'CQCGW:Online | CQCGW:InError'> 

<!ENTITY % SuccessVals 'CQCGW:Success | CQCGW:Failure'> 

<!ENTITY % YesNoVal 'Yes | No'> 

<!ENTITY % BoolVal 'True | False'> 

<!ENTITY % DrvArchVer '1 | 2'> 

<!ENTITY % QueryList 'CQCGW:QueryDrvList | CQCGW:QueryFieldList 

                      | CQCGW:QueryGlobActs | CQCGW:QueryMacros 

                      | CQCGW:Poll | CQCGW:QueryRepoDrvs 

                      | CQCGW:QueryTemplates | CQCGW:QueryRmCfgList 

                      | CQCGW:Ping'> 

<!ENTITY % ConnCodes 'CQCGW:Accepted | CQCGW:MaxClients'> 

<!ENTITY % MsgList 

           'CQCGW:ConnRes | CQCGW:DeviceList | CQCGW:Disconnect 

          | CQCGW:SetPollList | CQCGW:PollReply 

          | CQCGW:LogonReq | CQCGW:LogonChallenge 

          | CQCGW:GetSecurityToken | CQCGW:ExceptionReply 

          | CQCGW:AckReply | CQCGW:NakReply 

          | CQCGW:Query | CQCGW:MacroScope | CQCGW:DoGlobalAct 

          | CQCGW:GActScope | CQCGW:DrvList 

          | CQCGW:RunMacro | CQCGW:MacroResults 

          | CQCGW:FldValue 

          | CQCGW:TemplateScope 

          | CQCGW:UnknownExceptionReply | CQCGW:SetOpts 

          | CQCGW:QueryFldInfo | CQCGW:FldInfo 

          | CQCGW:QueryFldInfoList | CQCGW:FldInfoList 

          | CQCGW:QueryImage | CQCGW:WriteField 

          | CQCGW:ImageData | CQCGW:QueryDriverStatus 

          | CQCGW:DriverStatus | CQCGW:ReadField 

          | CQCGW:QueryMediaRendArt | CQCGW:QueryMediaRepoArt 

          | CQCGW:MediaImgData 

          | CQCGW:MWriteField | CQCGW:QueryDriverText 

          | CQCGW:DriverText | CQCGW:QueryDriverInfo 

          | CQCGW:DriverInfo 

 

          | CQCGW:PerEvInfo | CQCGW:SchEvInfo | CQCGW:SunEvInfo 

          | CQCGW:SetPerEv | CQCGW:SetSchEv | CQCGW:SetSunEv 

          | CQCGW:QuerySchEv | CQCGW:QuerySchEvs | CQCGW:PauseSchEv 

          | CQCGW:SchEvs 

 

          | CQCGW:BrowseReq | CQCGW:BrowseRep 

          | CQCGW:CatListReq | CQCGW:CatListRep 

          | CQCGW:ColLocReq | CQCGW:ColLocRep 

          | CQCGW:CursorReq | CQCGW:CursorReqOTF 

          | CQCGW:NSortCursorReq | CQCGW:CursorRep 

          | CQCGW:CursorCloseReq | CQCGW:CursorCloseRep 

          | CQCGW:DefCatInfoReq | CQCGW:DefCatInfoRep 

          | CQCGW:FirstCharReq | CQCGW:FirstCharRep 

          | CQCGW:ItemListReq | CQCGW:ItemListRep 
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          | CQCGW:TitleDetReq | CQCGW:TitleDetRep 

          | CQCGW:QueryMediaFmt | CQCGW:MediaFmtRep 

          | CQCGW:ColDetReq | CQCGW:ColDetRep 

 

          | CQCGW:RoomCfgReq | CQCGW:RoomCfgRep 

          | CQCGW:RoomList'> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:AckReply EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:AckReply 

           CQCGW:Info CDATA ''> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:NakReply EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:NakReply 

           CQCGW:ReasonText CDATA ''> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:ConnRes EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:ConnRes 

           CQCGW:ConnStatus (%ConnCodes;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:CQCVer CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:Disconnect EMPTY> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:FieldDef EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:FieldDef 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Type (%FldTypes;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:SemType CDATA 'Generic' 

           CQCGW:AccessType (%AccessTypes;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Limits CDATA ''> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DeviceDef (CQCGW:FieldDef*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:DeviceDef 

           CQCGW:Moniker NMTOKEN #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:DevCat CDATA 'Miscellaneous'> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:FldName EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:FldName 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DrvMon EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:DrvMon 

           CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DrvList (CQCGW:DrvMon*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:DrvList 

           CQCGW:Count CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DeviceList (CQCGW:DeviceDef*)> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SetPollList (CQCGW:FldName*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SetPollList 

           CQCGW:RetInfo (Yes|No) 'No'> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:FldValue EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:FldValue 

           CQCGW:Field CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Status (%FldStatusList;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Value CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Index CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:PollReply (CQCGW:FldValue*)> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:MacroParm (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:RunMacro (CQCGW:MacroParm*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:RunMacro 
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           CQCGW:ClassPath CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:MacroResults (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:MacroResults 

           CQCGW:Status (%SuccessVals;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:MacroRetVal CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:ReadField EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:ReadField 

           CQCGW:Field CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:WriteField EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:WriteField 

           CQCGW:Field CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Value CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:MWriteField (CQCGW:WriteField+)> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QueryDriverInfo EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:QueryDriverInfo 

           CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DriverInfo (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:DriverInfo 

           CQCGW:Status (Online | Offline) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:ArchVer (%DrvArchVer;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Make CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Model CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QueryDriverStatus EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:QueryDriverStatus 

           CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DriverStatus EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:DriverStatus 

           CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Status (Online | Offline) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QueryDriverText EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:QueryDriverText 

           CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:QType CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:DataName CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DriverText (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:DriverText 

           CQCGW:Status (%BoolVal;) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SetOpts EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SetOpts 

           CQCGW:OptName (%OptFlags;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:State (%BoolVal;) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:ActParm (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:DoGlobalAct (CQCGW:ActParm)*> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:DoGlobalAct 

           CQCGW:ActPath CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:GActName EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:GActName 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:GActScope (CQCGW:GActScope*, CQCGW:GActName*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:GActScope 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 
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<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:LogonReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:LogonReq 

           CQCGW:UserName CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Encrypted (%YesNoVal;) 'No' 

           CQCGW:CType CDATA #IMPLIED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:LogonChallenge EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:LogonChallenge 

           CQCGW:ChallengeKey CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:ChallengeData CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:SessKey CDATA #IMPLIED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:EnvVar (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:EnvVar 

           CQCGW:VarNum CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:GetSecurityToken (CQCGW:EnvVar*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:GetSecurityToken 

           CQCGW:ResponseData CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QueryFldInfo EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:QueryFldInfo 

           CQCGW:Field CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:FldInfo EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:FldInfo 

           CQCGW:Type (%FldTypes;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:SemType CDATA 'Generic' 

           CQCGW:Access CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Limits CDATA ''> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QueryFldInfoList (CQCGW:FldName+)> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:FldInfoList (CQCGW:FldInfo*)> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QueryImage EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:QueryImage 

           CQCGW:ImagePath CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:SerialNum CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:ImageData (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:ImageData 

           CQCGW:Flags CDATA #IMPLIED 

           CQCGW:Depth CDATA #IMPLIED 

           CQCGW:TransClr CDATA #IMPLIED 

           CQCGW:SerialNum CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:TemplateName EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:TemplateName 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:TemplateScope (CQCGW:TemplateScope*, CQCGW:TemplateName*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:TemplateScope 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:MacroName EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:MacroName 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:MacroScope (CQCGW:MacroScope*, CQCGW:MacroName*)> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:MacroScope 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:PerEvInfo EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:PerEvInfo 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Id CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:State (%PauseState;) #REQUIRED 
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           CQCGW:Type (Min | Hour | Day) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Period CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SchEvInfo EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SchEvInfo 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Id CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Type (Daily | Weekly | Monthly) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:State (%PauseState;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:DHM CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Mask CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SunEvInfo EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SunEvInfo 

           CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Id CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:State (%PauseState;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Type (Rise | Set) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Offset CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QuerySchEvs EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:QuerySchEvs 

           CQCGW:SerialNum CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SchEvs (CQCGW:PerEvInfo | CQCGW:SchEvInfo 

                            | CQCGW:SunEvInfo)*> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SchEvs 

           CQCGW:Changes (%YesNoVal;) #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:SerialNum CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SetPerEv EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SetPerEv 

           CQCGW:EvId CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:FromTime CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Period CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SetSchEv EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SetSchEv 

           CQCGW:EvId CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:DHM CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Mask CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:SetSunEv EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:SetSunEv 

           CQCGW:EvId CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:Offset CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:QuerySchEv EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:QuerySchEv 

           CQCGW:EvId CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:PauseSchEv EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST  CQCGW:PauseSchEv 

           CQCGW:EvId CDATA #REQUIRED 

           CQCGW:State (%PauseState;) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ENTITY % LocTypes 'ELocType_FileCol | ELocType_FileItem 

                        | ELocType_Changer'> 

<!ENTITY % MTypes 'EMediaType_Movie | EMediaType_Music 

                        | EMediaType_Pic'> 

<!ENTITY % SortOrders 'ESortOrder_Artist | ESortOrder_Title 

                        | ESortOrder_Year'> 

<!ENTITY % TitleQTypes 'ETitleQType_Artist | ETitleQType_NameMatch'> 
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<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Artist        (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Cast          (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Cookie        (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Count         (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:DateAdded     (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Descr         (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Duration      (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:FChars        (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Id            (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Loc           (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Name          (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Title         (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:UserRating    (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Year          (#PCDATA)> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Artists       (CQCGW:Artist*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Cookies       (CQCGW:Cookie*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Counts        (CQCGW:Count*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:DatesAdded    (CQCGW:DateAdded*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Durations     (CQCGW:Duration*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Ids           (CQCGW:Id*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Locs          (CQCGW:Loc*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Names         (CQCGW:Name*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Titles        (CQCGW:Title*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:UserRatings   (CQCGW:UserRating*)> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Years         (CQCGW:Year*)> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:BrowseReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:BrowseReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:CursorId CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Index CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:PageSz CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:BrowseRep (CQCGW:Cookies, CQCGW:Titles 

                           , CQCGW:Counts, CQCGW:Artists 

                           , CQCGW:Years,CQCGW:UserRatings 

                           , CQCGW:DatesAdded)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:BrowseRep 

          CQCGW:Count CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:CatListReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:CatListReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:NoEmpty (%BoolVal;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:MType (%MTypes;) #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:CatListRep (CQCGW:Names, CQCGW:Cookies)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:CatListRep 

          CQCGW:Count CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ColLocReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ColLocReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker   CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ColCookie CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ColLocRep (CQCGW:Loc)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ColLocRep 

          CQCGW:LocType (%LocTypes;) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:CursorReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:CursorReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Cookie CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Order (%SortOrders;) #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:CursorReqOTF EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:CursorReqOTF 
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          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:QType (%TitleQTypes;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:QData CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:RegEx (%YesNoVal;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:MType (%MTypes;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Order (%SortOrders;) #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:NSortCursorReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:NSortCursorReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:SrcCursorId CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Order (%SortOrders;) #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:CursorRep EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:CursorRep 

          CQCGW:CursorId CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:OutData CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Count CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:CursorCloseReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:CursorCloseReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:CursorId CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:CursorCloseRep EMPTY> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:DefCatInfoReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:DefCatInfoReq 

          CQCGW:PrefType (%MTypes;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:DefCatInfoRep EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:DefCatInfoRep 

          CQCGW:MType (%MTypes;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:CatCookie CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:CatName CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:FirstCharReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:FirstCharReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:FirstChar CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:CursorId CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:FirstCharRep EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:FirstCharRep 

          CQCGW:Index CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ItemListReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ItemListReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ColCookie CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ItemListRep (CQCGW:Names, CQCGW:Cookies, 

                            CQCGW:Locs, CQCGW:Artists, 

                            CQCGW:Durations, CQCGW:Ids+)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ItemListRep 

          CQCGW:Count CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ItemDetReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ItemDetReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ItemCookie CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ItemDetRep EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ItemDetRep 

          CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Artist CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Seconds CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Loc CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:TitleDetReq EMPTY> 
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<!ATTLIST CQCGW:TitleDetReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:TitleCookie CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:TitleDetRep (CQCGW:Names, CQCGW:Cookies, 

                             CQCGW:Artists)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:TitleDetRep 

          CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Artist CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:MFmt CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ColCnt CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:MType (%MTypes;) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ColDetReq  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ColDetReq 

          CQCGW:Moniker  CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ColCookie CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ColDetRep  (CQCGW:Cast, CQCGW:Descr)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ColDetRep 

          CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:TitleName CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:MType (%MTypes;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:LocType (%LocTypes;) #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Artist CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:AspectRatio CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Label CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:LeadActor CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Loc CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:MFmt CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Rating CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ColCnt CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Duration CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ItemCnt CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Year CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:IsPList (Yes|No) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:QueryMediaFmt EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:QueryMediaFmt 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Cookie CDATA #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:MediaFmtRep EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:MediaFmtRep 

          CQCGW:Fmt CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:QueryMediaRepoArt EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:QueryMediaRepoArt 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Size (Sml | Lrg) 'Sml' 

          CQCGW:Cookie CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:QueryMediaRendArt EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:QueryMediaRendArt 

          CQCGW:Size (Sml | Lrg) 'Sml' 

          CQCGW:Moniker CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:MediaImgData (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:MediaImgData 

          CQCGW:Bytes CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Type (PNG | JPEG | BMP | Unknown) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:ExceptionReply (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:ExceptionReply 

          CQCGW:ErrClass CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:ErrSev CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:File CDATA #REQUIRED 
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          CQCGW:Line CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Process CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCGW:Thread CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:UnknownExceptionReply EMPTY> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:Query EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:Query 

          CQCGW:QueryType (%QueryList;) #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Media EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCSysCfg:Media 

          CQCSysCfg:MovPl CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:MovRep CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:MusPl CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:MusRep CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Security (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCSysCfg:Security 

          CQCSysCfg:Panel CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:SecArea CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:ArmFld CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:ZoneCnt CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Weather EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCSysCfg:Weather 

          CQCSysCfg:Drv CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Load EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCSysCfg:Load 

          CQCSysCfg:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:Type (Sw | Dim | Both) #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:Fld CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:Fld2 CDATA #IMPLIED 

          CQCSysCfg:Min CDATA #IMPLIED 

          CQCSysCfg:Max CDATA #IMPLIED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Loads (CQCSysCfg:Load*)> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Roku EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCSysCfg:Roku 

          CQCSysCfg:Drv CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Misc (CQCSysCfg:Roku?)> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:GlobAct (CQCGW:ActParm*)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCSysCfg:GlobAct 

          CQCSysCfg:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:ActPath CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:GlobActs (CQCSysCfg:GlobAct*)> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCSysCfg:Room (CQCSysCfg:Media?, CQCSysCfg:Security?, 

                          CQCSysCfg:Weather?, CQCSysCfg:Loads?, 

                          CQCSysCfg:Misc, CQCSysCfg:GlobActs?)> 

<!ATTLIST CQCSysCfg:Room 

          CQCSysCfg:Name CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:ScrRes CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:MedOpt CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:SecOpt CDATA #REQUIRED 

          CQCSysCfg:WeatOpt CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:RoomCfgReq EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:RoomCfgReq 
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          CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:RoomCfgRep (CQCSysCfg:Room+)> 

 

<!ELEMENT CQCGW:RoomInfo EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST CQCGW:RoomInfo 

          CQCGW:Name CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:RoomList (CQCGW:RoomInfo*)> 

 

<!ELEMENT  CQCGW:Msg (%MsgList;)> 
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Protocol Reference 

This section discusses each of the XML elements used in the Gateway API, in detail, to insure you understand their content and any 
gotchas they might impose, or limitations that they might have. The big picture of how these messages are used was previously 
discussed, so their place in the larger scheme of things is only mentioned where necessary to completely document the message's syntax 
and semantics. 

The elements are arranged to start with nested elements, then moves on towards the elements that contain the real meat of the protocol, 
and which contain the nested elements already discussed. So the nested elements never are messages themselves, but instead are part 
of a message element. Within each section, the elements are presented in alphabetical order, not order of nesting, in order to make them 
easier to find. 

 Note that 'top level' here doesn't literally mean top level in the XML sense. The actual top level XML element is always CQC:Msg. 
The first child of this Msg element will be the actual message. This will allow for, at some future time, other ‘out of band’ type 
information to be passed in each message which is not directly related to the actual API message being delivered. And since a 
root element must be indicated in the DOCTYPE, this makes it possible to do validation in a reasonable way. 

 Also note that the media oriented messages are in their own appendix at the end, so that the sections below just present the 
core automation related messages. 

 On occasion an element is both a top level message and is elsewhere used as part of another message. In such cases, they are 
defined in the first section, with the other nested elements. 
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Nested Elements 

This section explains the nested elements which are the bits and pieces that are used to build up the actual messages. So these are all 
XML elements that will never be top level message elements, but of which many of the top level messages discussed in the next section 
are composed. 
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CQCGW:DeviceDef 

When a client requests a device list or a field list, the server responds with a CQCGW:DeviceList message. This message contains zero 
or more CQCGWDeviceDef elements. Each device definition element provides the definition of one device currently installed in the CQC 
system. If asking for a device list, then only the device information is returned. If asking for a field list, then each DeviceDef element will 
contain a list of CQCGW:FieldDef elements that describe the fields of that device. Both queries are done via the generic CQCGW:Query 
message. 

Here is an example, within the context of a field list response from the server: here is one device driver installed and it has two fields. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:DeviceList> 

      <CQCGW:DeviceDef CQCGW:Moniker=’MyDevice' CQCGW:DevCat=’Miscellaneous’> 

        <CQCGW:FieldDef CQCGW:Name=’Version' CQCGW:SemType=’Generic’ 

                        CQCGW:Type='MEng.String' QCGW:AccessType='Read'> 

        </CQCGW:FieldDef> 

        <CQCGW:FieldDef CQCGW:Name='Command’ QCGW:Type='MEng.String' 

                        CQCGW:AccessType='Write' CQCGW:SemType=’Generic’> 

        </CQCGW:FieldDef> 

      </CQCGW:DeviceDef> 

    </CQCGW:DeviceList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

(CQCGW:FieldDef*) 

The element content is zero or more field definition elements, i.e. CQCGW:FieldDef elements. Each of these elements defines the 
characteristics of a field that the device provides. In theory, no device will ever exist that doesn't have at least one field, but some 
configurable devices might not have any fields until it is configured. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:DevCat 
The device category of this device. If not a specific type, it will be 
Miscellaneous. This gives a broad indication of the type of the device. 

CQCGW:Moniker The moniker for the device that this element represents. 
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CQCGW:DrvMon 

In some cases, when a list of drivers is requested, and all that needs to be returned is the driver monikers, then a list of these elements 
can be returned.  

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Moniker The moniker of a driver. 
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CQCGW:FieldDef 

When a client requests a device list, the server responds with a CQCGW:DeviceList message. This message contains zero or more 
CQCGWDeviceDef elements. Each device definition element in turn contains zero or more CQCGW:FieldDef elements, each of which 
defines one field that that device supports. 

Here is an example, within the context of a device list response from the server: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:DeviceList> 

      <CQCGW:DeviceDef CQCGW:Moniker=’MyDevice' CQCGW:DevCat=’Miscellaneous’> 

        <CQCGW:FieldDef CQCGW:Name=’Version' CQCGW:SemType=’Generic’ 

                        CQCGW:Type='MEng.String' QCGW:AccessType='Read'> 

        </CQCGW:FieldDef> 

        <CQCGW:FieldDef CQCGW:Name='Command’ QCGW:Type='MEng.String' 

                        CQCGW:AccessType='Write' CQCGW:SemType=’Generic’> 

        </CQCGW:FieldDef> 

      </CQCGW:DeviceDef> 

    </CQCGW:DeviceList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name 
The name of the field. Field names cannot have spaces or punctuation in 
them. 

CQCGW:Type 
The type of field, which will be one of the values defined in the DTD for the 
FldTypes entity. 

CQCGW:SemType 
The semantic type of the field. It will be ‘Generic’ if not set to a specific 
semantic type. 

CQCGW:AccessType 
The access type of this field, which will be one of the values defined in the 
DTD for the AccessTypes entity. 

CQCGW:Limits 
The limits string, if any. If the field has no limits this attribute will not be 
present. 
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CQCGW:FieldName 

Any time a list of field names must be sent or returned returned, this simple element is used. It just has a single attribute that indicates 
the name of the field. Here is an example of the client setting the list of fields it wants to poll. The list is made up of FldName elements. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetPollList> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="DevSim.Power"/> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="DevSim.Source"/> 

    </CQCGW:SetPollList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name 
The name of the field, in standard ‘moniker.field’ notation, i.e. the moniker of 
the driver, a period, then the name of the field. 
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CQCGW:MacroName 

When a client asks for a list of available macros, the server will return an XML tree that represents the CML namespace scope that the 
macro classes live in. This will consist of a CQCGW:MacroScope element, which is a recursive structure containing other macro scope 
elements and macro name elements. The macro name elements indicate the name of a macro at the current scope. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='MEng'> 

        <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='CQC'> 

            <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='Utils'> 

                <CQCGW:MacroName CQCGW:Name='StatefulSet'></CQCGW:MacroName> 

                <CQCGW:MacroName CQCGW:Name='StatefulSetStr'></CQCGW:MacroName> 

            </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

        </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

        <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='Samples'> 

            <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='CommPoke'> 

                <CQCGW:MacroName CQCGW:Name='CommPoke'></CQCGW:MacroName> 

            </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

        </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

    </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name 
The name of the macro class. It is just the name part, since the classpath 
scope it is in is implicit by it's location in the returned tree 
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CQCGW:MacroParm 

When a client wants to run a macro, some macros require parameters and the client must have a means to send them. So the 
CQCGW:RunMacro element which is used to run a macro contains zero or more of these elements to provide the macros. Here is an 
example within the context of the macro invocation message: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:RunMacro CQCGW:ClassPath="MEng.User.MyMacro"> 

        <CQCGW:MacroParm>Parm 1</CQCGW:MacroParm> 

        <CQCGW:MacroParm>-13</CQCGW:MacroParm> 

    </CQCGW:RunMacro> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Always be sure to escape characters in the parameters that would be illegal in XML element text! They should be passed as the macros 
Start() method defines them, from left to right. 

 Note that there is no such thing as an [Out] parameter here, so nothing that comes out of the Start() method via Out or InOut 
parameters will get back to you. This may be changed in a future release. 

Element Content 

(#PCDATA) 

The content is the text of the macro parameter. It is free form text, but if the value contains characters that would be illegal in the 
PCDATA of an element, they must be escaped via intrinsic or numeric character refs. 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:PerEvInfo 

This element represents the configuration of a periodic scheduled event, i.e. one of the every X minutes, hours, or days types of 
scheduled events. This one is actually used both as a nested element, in a response to a query for all available events, and as a top 
level message when responding to the configuration for a single event.  

Here is an example for one that is run every two hours, and which is currently paused. 

<CQCGW:PerEvInfo CQCGW:Name=”My Event” CQCGW:Id=”1234567890123456-1234567890123456” 

                 CQCGW:Type=”Hour” CQCGW:State=”Paused” CQCGW:Period=”2”/> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name The name of the event, for human consumption only 

CQCGW:Id 
The unique id of the event, which you have to pass back in to identify it in any 
subsequent messages that specifically address this event. 

CQCGW:Type 
The specific type, which will be Min, Hour, or Day to indicate which type of 
period is involved  

CQCGW:State 
This will be Paused or Resumed to indicate the pause/resume state of the 
event. 

CQCGW:Period Indicates how many minutes, hours or days between invocations. 
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CQCGW:Room 

This element represents the detailed configuration information for a room. You can ask for the configuration of a room by name using 
the CQCGW:RoomCfgReq message. It will return a CQCGW:RoomCfgRep message which contains room configuration information in 
this form. 

Here is an example of the room information format. Note that it uses a CQCSysCfg prefix for elements and attributes since it is being 
queried in XML format from a server that returns it in this form. 

<CQCSysCfg:Room CQCSysCfg:Name="Test" 

                CQCSysCfg:ScrRes="1280 x 720" 

                CQCSysCfg:MedOpt="ECtrlOpt_Control" 

                CQCSysCfg:SecOpt="ECtrlOpt_Control" 

                CQCSysCfg:WeatOpt="ECtrlOpt_Control"> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Media  CQCSysCfg:MovPl="DuneHD" 

                    CQCSysCfg:MovRep="MediaRepo" 

                    CQCSysCfg:MusPl="AudioPlayer"  

                    CQCSysCfg:MusRep="MediaRepo"/> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Security CQCSysCfg:Panel="ElkM1" 

                      CQCSysCfg:SecArea="1" 

                      CQCSysCfg:ZoneCnt="2"> 

     PhysZone001, PhysZone002 

  </CQCSysCfg:Security> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Weather  CQCSysCfg:Drv="Weather"/> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Loads> 

      <CQCSysCfg:Load CQCSysCfg:Name="Overhead" 

                        CQCSysCfg:Fld="Lights.Z1DimState1"/> 

  </CQCSysCfg:Loads> 

</CQCSysCfg:Room> 

 

 

The XXOpt attributes indicate whether configuration information is provided for the various aspects of room configuration. If provided 
they will be as shown. For media you’ll get repositories and renderer drivers for music and movies. Note that you may get just music or 
just movies, or both. For security you’ll get the security panel moniker (currently it will be an Elk or Omni only), the security area the 
room is in, and the count of zones that correspond to the room. If the zone count is non-zero, then you will get a comma separated list of 
zone names (fields within that security panel that represent the zones in question.) For weather you just get the weather driver moniker.  
For lighting you get one to four zones, which provide a display name and the lighting field for that load. 

You could choose to use the ScrRes attribute, but that is more for the auto-generation system, and likely third party programs will just 
provide self-sizing interfaces based on this information. 

Element Content 

(CQCSysCfgMedia?, CQCSysCfg:Security?, CQCSysCfg:Weather?, CQCSysCfg:Loads?) 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCSysCfg:Name The name of the room.  

CQCSysCfg:ScrRes 
The screen resolution, which is probably not very useful for most users of this 
information. 

CQCSysCfg:XXOpt 
Indicates the options for the various aspects of room configuration. It’ll be 
ECtrlOpt_NotUsed, ECtrlOpt_Display, or ECtrlOpt_Control. If not used used, 
then there won’t be any information for that provided. If Display, then only 
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provide display information, no control. If Control, then provide display and 
control. 
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CQCGW:RoomInfo 

This element represents the basic info on a configured room. A list of these is returned within a CQCGW:RoomList message. Currently 
only the name of the room is returned. Other info might be added later if required. Use the generic CQCGW:Query message to query 
the room list. 

Here is an example reply to a query for the list of configured rooms. 

<CQCGW:RoomList> 

    <CQCGW:RoomInfo CQCGW:Name=”Kitchen”/> 

    <CQCGW:RoomInfo CQCGW:Name=”Living Room”/> 

</CQCGW:RoomList> 

 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name The name of the room.  
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CQCGW:SchEvInfo 

This element represents the configuration of a scheduled type scheduled event, i.e. one of the daily, weekly or monthly ones. This one 
is actually used both as a nested element, in a response to a query for all available events, and as a top level message when 
responding to the configuration for a single event.  

Here is an example for one that is run weekly. 

<CQCGW:SchEvInfo CQCGW:Name=”My Event” CQCGW:Id=”1234567890123456-1234567890123456” 

                 CQCGW:Type=”Weekly” CQCGW:State=”Paused” CQCGW:Mask =”0110011” 

                 CQCGW:DHM=”00 14 30”/> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name The name of the event, for human consumption only 

CQCGW:Id 
The unique id of the event, which you have to pass back in to identify it in any 
exchanges that directly address this event. 

CQCGW:Type The specific type, which will be Daily, Weekly, or Monthly. 

CQCGW:State 
This will be Paused or Resumed to indicate the pause/resume state of the 
event. 

CQCGW:Mask 

This is a mask of of either the days of the week (if weekly) or the months of the 
year of monthly. So it has 7 values for daily and 12 for monthly, where 0 
means not that day or month and 1 means do it that day or month. The 
example above is a  weekly that runs on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and 
Saturday. This attribute is left empty for daily events. 

CQCGW:DHM 

The day, hour and minute that the event should run (on that days or months 
that the mask indicates it can run.) For daily and weekly events, only the hour 
and minute as used, and indicate the hour and minute of the day to run. For 
monthly it indicates which day of the week of that month to run, and on that 
day it will run at the indicated hour and minute.  
 
In the example above it runs at 14:30 on the days of the week that the mask 
indicates. If the day is not used (for hourly or weekly) it should be zero. The 
values in all cases are space separated decimal values. If this were a daily, it 
would run every day at that time. If this were a monthly, this would not be valid 
since the day must be a day of the month from 1 to the legal number of days 
for that month. 
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CQCGW:SunEvInfo 

This element represents the configuration of a sunrise/sunset oriented scheduled event. This one is actually used both as a nested 
element, in a response to a query for all available events, and as a top level message when responding to the configuration for a single 
event.  

Here is an example for one that is run 30 minutes before sunrise. 

<CQCGW:PerEvInfo CQCGW:Name=”My Event” CQCGW:Id=”1234567890123456-1234567890123456” 

                 CQCGW:Type=”Rise” CQCGW:State=”Resumed” CQCGW:Offset=”-30”/> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name The name of the event, for human consumption only 

CQCGW:Id 
The unique id of the event, which you have to pass back in to identify it in any 
exchanges that directly address this event. 

CQCGW:Type 
This is the specific type, which will be either Rise or Set to indicate a sunrise 
based event or a sunset based event. 

CQCGW:State 
This will be Paused or Resumed to indicate the pause/resume state of the 
event. 

CQCGW:Offset 
Indicates the offset in minutes from sunrise or sunset, with negative values 
before sunrise/sunset and positive values being after sunrise/sunset. 0 means 
do it at the actual calculated time. 
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CQCGW:TemplateName 

When a client asks for a list of available templates, the server will return an XML tree that represents the available templates. This will 
consist of a CQCGW:TemplateScope element, which is a recursive structure containing other scope elements and template name 
elements. The template name elements indicate the name of a template at the current scope. 

Here is an example within the context of the reply to a template list query. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

  <CQCGW:TemplateScope CQCGW:Name='/'> 

    <CQCGW:TemplateScope CQCGW:Name='System'> 

    </CQCGW:TemplateScope> 

    <CQCGW:TemplateScope CQCGW:Name='User'> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_DVD'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Intro'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Main'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Security'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_VCR'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Weather'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

    </CQCGW:TemplateScope> 

  </CQCGW:TemplateScope> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The root scope is named ‘/’, and each nested scope name represents a new path component, each separated by a ‘/’ character in the 
actual path that the tree is representing. So the first actual template in the list above, 6th line, would be: 

/User/Demo_DVD 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name 
The name of the template. It is just the name part, since the scope it is in is 
implicit by it's location in the returned tree. 
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Message Elements 

This section describes the elements that define the actual message themselves. They are made up in many cases of smaller elements 
which are discussed above. These are the messages that your program will actually send and/or receive. 
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CQCGW:AckReply 

The ack reply is sent to indicate success or agreement, in those situations where no parameters are required, just a positive 
acknowledgement. If the operation is not successful or the other side is not in agreement, some other reply will be sent, so often the 
expected the expected replies are either AckReply or some other error message. It could be sent by either side. Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:AckReply/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

None 
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CQCGW:ConnRes 

The connection ack reply is sent from the server to the client upon connection. It tells the client two things. One is whether the 
connection can be accepted, which it might not if the maximum allowable clients have already connected, and the other is the version of 
CQC that you have connected to. 

Note that this message is guaranteed not to change other than to possibly add some new attributes. It must remain backwards 
compatible so that clients can always connect and see what version the server implements, and decide whether it can interact with the 
server. Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:ConnRes CQCGW:ConnStatus='CQCGW:Accepted' CQCGW:CQCVer=’2.4.9'> 

    </CQCGW:ConnRes> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes: 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ConnStatus 

Indicates the connection status. It will have one of the status values 
'CQCGW:Accepted | CQCGW:MaxClients'. 

Accepted means the connection was accepted and the client should continue 
with a logon. The max clients status indicates that the connection cannot be 
accepted and the server is about to drop the connection. 

CQCGW:CQCVer 

The version of CQC that you have connected to. This is used to determine if 
your client can speak to the version of CQC you’ve found. Generally, you 
should refuse to speak to any later version of the product than your client was 
designed for. 
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CQCGW:DeviceList 

This message is returned from the server to the client, in response to a query from the client for a list of the fields currently supported by 
the CQC system. The devices are represented by CQCGW:DeviceDef elements, each of which defines a single device available and 
the fields that that device makes available. Here is an example:  

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:DeviceList> 

      <CQCGW:DeviceDef CQCGW:Moniker=’MyDevice' CQCGW:DevCat=’Miscellaneous’> 

        <CQCGW:FieldDef CQCGW:Name=’Version' 

                        CQCGW:Type='MEng.String' QCGW:AccessType='Read'> 

        </CQCGW:FieldDef> 

        <CQCGW:FieldDef CQCGW:Name='Command’ QCGW:Type='MEng.String' 

                        CQCGW:AccessType='Write'> 

        </CQCGW:FieldDef> 

      </CQCGW:DeviceDef> 

    </CQCGW:DeviceList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

(CQCGW:DeviceDef*) 

The content is zero or more CQCGW:DeviceDef elements, each of which describes one device that is available. It could be zero 
because it's quite possible upon initial install of the system it won't have any devices installed yet. 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:Disconnect 

When a client is ready to log off or exit, it should send a disconnection message, to let the server know that it is about the drop the 
connection. Otherwise, the server will think it was an unintentional drop of the connection and log an error.  

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:Disconnect/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The server will send back an AckReply message and then drop the connection. This message is supported in CQC versions 4.0.1 and 
later. Clients written to earlier versions will just drop the connection, but clients should be updated to send this message where possible, 
to avoid bogus disconnect error logging. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:DoGlobalAct 

This message allows the client to invoke a global action, passing in parameters if desired. Global actions are stored on the Master 
Server, but they are downloaded and run on the invoking client, which in this case is the host where the Gateway Server is running. So 
any paths will be related to that machine. You pass in the path to the global action to run. 

Here is an example, assuming that parameters are required, otherwise the element can be empty. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:DoGlobalAct CQCGW:ActPath=”\User\SomeAction”> 

        <CQCGW:ActParm>Kitchen</CQCGW:ActParm> 

        <CQCGW:ActParm>Off</CQCGW:ActParm> 

    </CQCGW:DoGlobalAct> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The server sends back either an Ack or Nak type response. You must be sure to correctly escape the parameters to be legal XML 
element text. And, if they have any quotes inside them, you should remove those because that is going to confuse the action engine 
when the action is invoked, since the parameters are passed to it as a quoted comma list. So any quotes inside the parameters will 
mess up the syntax. You can convert them to single quotes if you want.  

Element Content 

(CQCGW:ActParm)* 

So it takes zero or more action parameters. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Path The path to the global action to invoke 
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CQCGW:DriverInfo 

This is returned from a CQCGW:QueryDriverInfo msg sent to the server. It will return a set of information about the indicated driver that 
would be quite useful in many situations. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ArchVer The driver architecture version of this driver, 1, 2, etc… 

CQCGW:Make The make of the driver. 

CQCGW:Model The model of the driver 

CQCGW:Status The status of the driver, either Offline or Online. 
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CQCGW:DriverStatus 

If the client needs to know if a driver is online or not, it can use this message to ask for the status of the driver. Drivers have a number of 
states, but the one of interest is generally whether it is online or not. If online, then it is up and running, connected to its associated 
device, and successfully polling data. This means that its fields all have valid data.  To get the status, they send a 
CQCGW:QueryDriverStatus message. The reply is a CQCGW:DriverStatus message. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:DriverStatus CQCGW:Moniker ="DevSim" CQCGW:Status=”Online”/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The server passes back the moniker, as a sanity check, and the status of the requested driver. It will be either Online or Offline. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Moniker The moniker of the driver whose status is being returned. 

CQCGW:Status The status of the driver, which is either Online or Offline. 
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CQCGW:DrvList 

When a list of drivers needs to be returns, and all that is required is the monikers of the drivers, then one of these elements can be 
returned. Each child element is a CQCGW:DrvMon element that contains a single moniker.  

Element Content 

CQCGW:DrvMon* 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Count The number of child elements returned. 
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CQCGW:ExceptionReply 

CQC is based on the CIDLib C++ Frameworks, another Charmed Quark Software product, which defines an exception class that it uses 
consistently. If a CIDLib exception occurs while the server is handling a request from the client, the exception information will be 
returned to the client via this message. 

The body of the element is the text of the error, which can be displayed to the user. It will be in the language of the CQC version to 
which the client is attached. The rest of the information should generally be logged or noted in some way, since it will be important for 
reporting the error details to Charmed Quark Software. 

Here is an example where a field write was done but a bad device moniker was used: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:ExceptionReply CQCGW:ErrClass='EClass_NotFound' 

                          CQCGW:ErrSev='ESev_APIFailed' 

                          CQCGW:File='CQCKit_ThisFacility.cpp' 

                          CQCGW:Line='491' CQCGW:Process='CQCGWSrv' 

                          CQCGW:Thread='CQCGWSrvWorkerThread2'> 

        Driver 'BadMoniker' does not seem to be loaded at this time 

    </CQCGW:ExceptionReply> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

(#PCDATA) 

The content is text and represents the text of the exception. This would generally be displayed to the user or logged in an error log and 
so forth. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ErrClass 
The class of error. There are a relatively large number of classes, so this 
attribute is not done as an enumerated value. 

CQCGW:ErrSev The severity of the error. 

CQCGW:File The program source file where the error occurred. 

CQCGW:Line The line with the program source file where the error occured. 

CQCGW:Process The name of the process within which the error occured. 

CQCGW:Thread 
The name of the thread that was handling the client request, and therefore 
within which the error occurred. 
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CQCGW:FldInfo 

Clients can query information about fields that are in their current polling list, via the QueryFldInfo message. This message will be 
returned, providing information about the field requested. Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:FldInfo CQCGW:Type='MEng.String' CQCGW:SemType=’Generic’ 

                   CQCGW:Access='Read' CQCGW:Limits=''> 

    </CQCGW:FldInfo> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The field type and its access type are returned. If the field has any limits string it is returned, else the value is empty.  

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Type 
The field type indicator. The values are those defined in the DTD for the 
FldTypes entity. 

CQCGW:SemType Indicates the semantic type of the field. It will be ‘Generic’ if not specifically set. 

CQCGW:Access 
The field access type indicator. The values are those defined in the DTD for the 
AccessTypes entity. 

CQCGW:Limits 
If the field has any limits, it will be returned here. Else this will be an empty 
string. 
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CQCGW:FldInfoList 

Clients can query information about a list of fields, via the QueryFldInfoList message, which will return a list of FldInfo elements. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:FldInfoList> 

         <CQCGW:FldInfo CQCGW:Type='EFldType_Int' CQCGW:Access='EFldAccess_Read'/> 

         <CQCGW:FldInfo CQCGW:Type='EFldType_Int' CQCGW:Access='EFldAccess_Read'/> 

         <CQCGW:FldInfo CQCGW:Type='EFldType_Int' CQCGW:Access='EFldAccess_Read'> 

         <CQCGW:FldInfo CQCGW:Type='EFldType_Int' CQCGW:Access='EFldAccess_Read'> 

    </CQCGW:FldInfoList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The child elements are in the same order as the list of fields names that were sent in the QueryFldInfoList message that this is being 
sent back in reply to. So the field names are not sent back, for efficiency. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:FieldValue 

When the client polls it’s current poll list of fields, the server responds with a CQCGW:PollReply message. The contents of that message 
is a list of CQCGW:FldValue elements. Each of them contains the current value information on one of the fields in the list. Here is an 
example in the context of that CQCGW:PollReply message. This is also the return from a CQCGW:ReadField message, which is why it 
is in the top level message section. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

  <CQCGW:PollReply> 

    <CQCGW:FldValue CQCGW:Field='DevSim.Power' 

                    CQCGW:Status='CQCGW:Online' 

CQCGW:Value='True'/ 

CQCGW:Index=’0’> 

    <CQCGW:FldValue CQCGW:Field='DevSim.Source' 

CQCGW:Status='CQCGW:Online' 

CQCGW:Value='DVD'/ 

CQCGW:Index=’1’> 

  </CQCGW:PollReply> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The example above is an initial poll. If another poll is done before any of the fields in the list change value, then the response would be 
empy: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

  <CQCGW:PollReply></CQCGW:PollReply> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Because only those fields whose value or status has changed since the last poll are returned. This is hugely more efficient since the 
vast bulk of polls will not return any new data. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Field 
The name of the field, in standard ‘moniker.field’ notation, i.e. the moniker of 
the driver, a period, then the name of the field. This is returned because only 
those fields whose value or status has changed are returned. 

CQCGW:Status 
The status of the field. It will be one of the values provided in the FldStatusList 
entity of the DTD. If this status does not indicate online, then the value is 
meaningless. 

CQCGW:Value The current value of the field, if it is online (as indicated in the status attribute.) 

CQCGW:Index 
The index of the field within the original list of fields set in the poll list. This 
often is very convenient for figuring out where to store the returned values, if 
value storage is in the same order as the poll list field order. 
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CQCGW:GetSecurityToken 

Upon connection and receipt of a positive CQCGW:ConnAck reply, the first thing a client must do is log into the CQC system. This is a 
two step process, consisting of sending a CQCGW:LogonReq message to start the process. The server responds with a 
CQCGW:LogonChallenge. The client must operate on the logon challenge data, and then respond with the results of that operation via 
this message. If the response data checks out, the server responds with an ack and the client is successfully logged in, else with a nak. 

The attribute represents a 128 bit value, which are encoded as a string of hex digits, all two digits wide, with leading zero if needed to 
make it two digits. Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:GetSecurityToken 

         CQCGW:ResponseData="A402CE2D8B88C68F7DB6C35DF9F7ABA1"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Note that you may optionally send in up to 9 environment variables, which will be fed into the standard CQC action runtime values that 
usually map to a set of environment variables on the local host that the action runs on. These passed values will be used for this 
session, so that gateway clients can make use of client specific environmental parameters in their actions. As an example, to pass in 
two variables, to be mapped to the standard CQC runtime values for variables 1 and 4, it would look like this: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:GetSecurityToken 

         CQCGW:ResponseData="A402CE2D8B88C68F7DB6C35DF9F7ABA1"/> 

        <CQCGW:EnvVar CQCVarNum=”1”>Zone 1</CQCGW:EnvVar> 

        <CQCGW:EnvVar CQCVarNum=”4”>70</CQCGW:EnvVar> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Since you provide the variable number, you only have to pass in as many as are required. If you use the same number more than once, 
the last one seen will end up being the value used. 

Element Content 

(CQCGW:EnvVar*) 

You may pass in zero or more environment variable values, which will be mapped into this session as though they had been read from 
the local environment in a standard CQC program. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ResponseData The data that is being returned by the client. 
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CQCGW:ImageData 

When the client sends a CQCGW:QueryImage message, to ask for the contents of an image from the CQC image repository, this reply 
is sent back if the query is valid. Each time an image is modified, the CQC data server will bump its serial number for that image, and 
this message will return the most recent  

This message is somewhat special in that it must return image data, which is obviously very binary, via a text oriented protocol. So it 
uses the standard Base64 encoding to encode the image data into a text-safe format that can be transmitted as element data. As 
indicated in the QueryImage message documentation above, the client must be smart about accessing images, and do caching on its 
side to minimize redundant downloading of image data, to maintain good performance. Base64 makes this even more important since it 
requires extra encoding and decoding on either side and increases the size of the data transmitted by about a third over the raw binary 
data. 

Here is an example, with almost all the Base64 data removed, to keep it readable: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

   <CQCGW:ImageData CQCGW:SerialNum='0x1'>iVB...gg==</CQCGW:ImageData> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

In this case, the serial number returned is 1. Note that the image data, as with all character data in this protocol, is returned without any 
extra leading or trailing white space. Though space is not a problem in Base64 in general, you don’t have to worry about any being 
present. 

If you pass back in a non-zero serial number, and this indicates to the server that you have the latest version of the image, you would get 
a reply like this: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:ImageData CQCGW:SerialNum=''> 

    </CQCGW:ImageData> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Note that if the “ImgInfo’ optional flag has been set, then the image data message will also contain two or three more attributes, which 
indicate the ‘format flags’, the bit depth, and if the image is color transparency based it will pass the transparency color. For instance, here 
is the return for a query of an image with this flag set: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:ImageData CQCGW:SerialNum='0x1' 

                     CQCGW:Flags='6' 

                     CQCGW:Depth='8'> iVB...gg==</CQCGW:ImgData> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

In this case, the image had no transparency color, so that was not returned, but the flags and depth values were returned. Here again the 
actual image data is stripped down very small to keep this readable. 

Element Content 

The element content is the new image data (if any is returned) as a Base64 text stream. The client should get the element content out, 
decode them as a Base64 stream, and that should result in a PNG image file, which it can then use local PNG support functionality to 
turn into a useable bitmap image for display. 

If the serial number attribute comes back empty, then that means that no new data was available and therefore the element will be 
empty and should be ignored. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:SerialNumber 
The new serial number if it has changed. If this attribute is not present, then no 
new data was available and the client has the most recent data. It also means 
that there is no image content. 
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CQCGW:Flags 

If ‘ImgInfo’ is enabledA hex formatted value that contains a set of bit flags 
describing the format of the image. The bits are defined as: 
 
     0x01     - The image is palette based (1, 2, 4, o4 8 bits per pixel) 
     0x02     - The image is RGB based (5 or 8 bits per color) 
     0x04     - The image contains alpha channel information 
 
Various combinations of these flags are possible. The common ones are: 
   0x00   - It’s a gray scale image 
   0x02   - It’s a true color image, without alpha 
   0x03   - It’s a palette based color image 
   0x04   - It’s gray scale with alpha 
   0x06   - It’s color based with alpha 

CQCGW:Depth 

The bit depth of the pixels. If the color flag is set (0x02), then this refers to the 
bits per color component (R,G,B). If the image includes alpha (0x04), add 
another value of the same size for the alpha channel. For palette based, this 
indicates the size of the palette entries. For gray scale, indicates the size of the 
gray scale values, plus another value of the same size if gray scale with alpha. 
Palette based images cannot have alpha. 

CQCGW:TransClr 

If the image has a transparency color, which will only happen if no alpha, then 
this is the RGB value of the transparency color. Else, this attribute will not be 
present, so be sure to check for it before trying to use it. The color values are 
decimal radix, in R,G,B order. 
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CQCGW:LogonReq 

Upon connection and receipt of a positive CQCGW:ConnAck reply, the first thing a client must do is log into the CQC system. This is a 
two step process, consisting of sending a CQCGW:LogonReq message to start the process, passing the user name that the user 
entered in the logon process. The logon process was discussed in the overview section of the API documentation, so it will not be 
replicated here. Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:LogonReq CQCGW:UserName="Admin2"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:UserName 
The name that the user entered in the logon dialog box. It is case sensitive, in 
that it must be in the same case as that used to create the user account on the 
CQC side. 
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CQCGW:LogonChallenge 

The logon challenge message is sent from the server to the client in response to the client having sent a CQCGW:LogonReq. The client 
must perform a set of operations on the passed data, and return the results of those operations, in order to prove that it knows the 
password of the user whose name was passed in the original logon request message. The logon process was discussed in the overview 
section of the API documentation, so it will not be replicated here. 

Both attributes represent 128 bit (16 byte) values, which are encoded as a string of hex digits, all two digits wide, with leading zero if 
needed to make it two digits. Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

  <CQCGW:LogonChallenge 

       CQCGW:ChallengeData='34E4DB3D71D4065560D99E71ACC1490C' 

       CQCGW:ChallengeKey='3A7185E8C9D661E2B0B72D573DB244FD'> 

  </CQCGW:LogonChallenge> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ChallengeKey The key that should be used in the logon challenge. 

CQCGW:ChallengeData The challenge data that should be operated on in the logon challenge.  
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CQCGW:MacroScope 

When the client asks for a list of available macros, via the CQCGW:Query message, the server will return an XML tree that represents 
the CML namespace scope that the macro classes live in. This will consist of a CQCGW:MacroScope element, which is a recursive 
structure containing other macro scope elements and macro name elements. The macro name elements indicate the name of a macro 
at the current scope. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='MEng'> 

        <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='System'> 

            <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='CQC'> 

                <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='Drivers'> 

                    <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='CK1610'> 

                        <CQCGW:MacroName CQCGW:Name='DriverImpl'/> 

                    </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

                    <CQCGW:MacroScope CQCGW:Name='DigitalLeeza'> 

                        <CQCGW:MacroName CQCGW:Name='DriverImpl'/> 

                    </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

                </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

            </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

        </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

    </CQCGW:MacroScope> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Element Content 

(CQCGW:MacroScope*, CQCGW:MacroName*) 

The macro scope contains zero or more sub-scopes, then zero or more macros. The scopes always come before macros. Each sub-
scope represents a recursion down into the classpath hierarchy. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name The name of the scope at the current level. 
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CQCGW:MacroResults 

When the client sends a CQCGW:RunMacro message to run a macro, the server will run the macro and return a message of this type to 
indicate the results of the macro invocation. Here is an example where the macro failed to compile successfully. The text was wrapped 
to prevent formatting issues. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

  <CQCGW:MacroResults 

    CQCGW:MacroRetVal='-1' 

    CQCGW:Status='CQCGW:Failure'> 

       ERROR (Test 3, Line/Col: 1,1) - 

         The macro expects 1 parameter(s), but 0 were provided 

       ERROR (Test 3, Line/Col: 1,1) - 

         Macro processing could not continue 

  </CQCGW:MacroResults> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

Element Content 

(#PCDATA) 

The body of the element contains any text output from the macro. This includes errors from the macro compiler if there were compilation 
errors, or runtime errors from the macro engine, or any output from the macro itself. This is open ended text so restricted characters will 
be escaped via character references. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Status 

The overall status of the macro invocation. This just indicates whether it was 
successfully found, compiled, invoked, and run to completion, or not. It doesn't 
say anything about whether the macro itself did what it was supposed to do, 
since that is something that only the writer of the macro can know. It will be one 
of the values 'CQCGW:Success | CQCGW:Failure'. 

CQCGW:MacroRetVal 

The return value of the macro itself. The return of a macro is not defined and 
can be used to indicate anything the macro writer wishes. It is a Card4 numeric 
value. This is only meaningful if the status indicates the macro ran to normal 
completion. 
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CQCGW:MWriteField 

Sometimes the client may want to write multiple fields. To avoid the overhead of sending multiple single field values at a time, this 
message allows you to send a list of field values to write all at once. The contents is just a list of WriteFIeld elements, i.e. it’s just the 
single field write message one or more times. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

  <CQCGW:MWriteField > 

    <CQCGW:WriteField CQCGW:Field="Vars.Flag" CQCGW:Value="True”/> 

    <CQCGW:WriteField CQCGW:Field="Lights.Porch" CQCGW:Value="100”/> 

  </CQCGW:MWriteField > 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Don’t abuse this feature and send a hundred fields at a time. It’s not for massive bulk writing of values. It’s just for efficiency to avoid 
having to do handfuls of individual fields writes at a time. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:NakReply 

The nak reply is sent to indicate general failure, i.e. a failure that just needs to indicate a general description of what went wrong, and no 
situationally aware failure data. So it provides a single attribute, CQCGW:ReasonText, that describes the reason for the failure. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ReasonText 
This attribute provides descriptive text for the error. This would generally be 
shown to the user. It will be in the language of the CQC version that the client is 
attached to. 
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CQCGW:PauseSchEv 

This message is used to pause/resume a scheduled event. You must have already looked up the event id of the event you want to 
affect since that is how you indicate which one you want to pause/resume. Here is an example to pause an event. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:PauseSchEv CQCGW:EvId=’1234567890123456-1234567890123456” 

                      CQCGW:State=’Paused’/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Note that the calling Gateway Server session will have to have logged in under at least a Power User account in order to make this call 
or it will be rejected as having insufficient permissions. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:EvId The event id of the event you want to pause or resume 

CQCGW:State The new state to apply, which will be either Paused or Resumed. 
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CQCGW:PollReply 

This reply is sent back to the client in response to a poll query, which is done through the generic CQCGW:Query message. After a 
client sets up a poll list, a list of fields it wished to poll, it can do this poll query exchange to get the values of any fields that have 
changed since its last poll. Only changed fields are returned, since it is assumed that the client is caching field values for local use. The 
first poll after changing the poll list will return the value of all the fields in the list. 

Here is an example of a reply to an initial poll request of two fields that are in the polling list: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:PollReply> 

        <CQCGW:FldValue CQCGW:Field='HostMon.Volume1' 

                        CQCGW:Status='CQCGW:Online' CQCGW:Value='C:/,8997,3908' 

    CQCGW:Index=’0’> 

        </CQCGW:FldValue> 

        <CQCGW:FldValue CQCGW:Field='HostMon.Volume2' 

                        CQCGW:Status='CQCGW:Online' CQCGW:Value='E:/,8495,1741' 

          CQCGW:Index=’1’> 

        </CQCGW:FldValue> 

    </CQCGW:PollReply> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

A subsequent poll, in which the values of neither of the fields have changed since the last time, will return this: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:PollReply></CQCGW:PollReply> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

This one indicates that no changes have occurred. If either the value or the online/error state of a field has changed, then you will get a 
field value element for that field, so an empty poll reply indicates that nothing has changed since the last time. 

Element Content 

(CQCGW:FldValue*) 

The content is a list of zero or more field value elements, each one of which represents the value of a field that has changed. If none 
have changed, then the reply element will be empty. 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:Query 

A number of different types of queries done by the client to the server are done via a generic query element, to avoid having to have 
more elements just to send these simple queries. Other queries may be added in the future, but that won't affect backwards 
compatibility. 

The QueryType element indicates what you are asking for. The returned message depends on the query you make: 

 CQCGW:Poll. This will return a CQCGW:PollValue element, which contains values for any fields in the current poll list which 
have changed since the last poll. 

 CQCGW:QueryDrvList. This will return a CQCGW:DeviceList element, just as QueryFieldList below does. But in this case 
there will be no fields under each of the device elements. Only device level information is returned. 

 CQCGW:QueryFieldList. This will return a CQCGW:DeviceList element, which contains one item per device driver, and each 
of those contains a list of the fields supported by that device. 

 CQCGW:QueryRepoDrvs.  This will return a CQCGW:DrvList element, which contains a list of device monikers for all of the 
available media repository drivers currently loaded. 

 CQCGW:QueryMacros. This will return a CQCGW:MacroScope element, which is the root of a tree that represents the 
hierarchy of available macros. 

 CQCGW:QueryRmCfgList. This will return a CQCGW:RoomList message, which provides a list of the names of configured 
rooms. You can then request the configuration for specific rooms by name. 

 CQCGW:QueryTemplates. This will return a CQCGW:TemplateScope element, which is the root of a tree that represents the 
hierarchy of available user interface templates. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:QueryType 
Indicates the query operation. It will be one of the following values 
'CQCGW:Poll | CQCGW:QueryFieldList | CQCGW:QueryMacros | 
CQCGW:QueryTemplates' 
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CQCGW:QueryDriverInfo 

Send this message to query some convenient info about a particular driver.  It will return a CQCGW:DriverInfo message. The driver 
must exist or an exception will be returned. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Moniker The moniker of the driver to query info for 
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CQCGW:QueryDriverStatus 

If the client needs to know if a driver is online or not, it can use this message to ask for the status of the driver. Drivers have a number of 
states, but the one of interest is generally whether it is online or not. If online, then it is up and running, connected to its associated 
device, and successfully polling data. This means that its fields all have valid data. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QueryDriverStatus CQCGW:Moniker ="DevSim"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The client just passes in the moniker of the driver whose status it wants to check. The reply will be a CQCGW:DriverStatus message. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Moniker The moniker of the driver whose status is to be checked. 
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CQCGW:QueryFldInfo 

The client can query field info for fields, in order to get type, access, and limits information about the field. This message is sent to 
request that information. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QueryFldInfo CQCGW:Field"HostMon.CPUType"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The return value is a CQCGW:FldInfo message that contains the requested data, or a NakReply if the field cannot be found. 

 Note that as of CQC 1.4, you are no longer limited to just those fields that are in your field list. You can query field info on any 
field defined in the CQC system. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Field 
Indicates the field to query information for, in the standard ‘moniker.field’ 
notation. 
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CQCGW:QueryFldInfoList 

The client can query field info in order to get type, access, and limits information about fields of interest. This message is sent to request 
info on a set of fields at one. See CQCGW:QueryFldInfo for a simpler way to query for a single field. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QueryFldInfoList> 

        <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day1Low"/> 

        <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day2Low"/> 

        <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day3Low"/> 

        <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day4Low"/> 

    </CQCGW:QueryFldInfoList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

In this case field info is being requested for four fields. These must be in the currently active poll list. The return value is a 
CQCGW:FldInfoList message that contains the requested data, or a NakReply if any fields aren’t in the poll list. The field names are not 
returned in the reply, for efficiency. The returned list is in the same order as the list of field names you sent in the request.  

Element Content 

(CQCGW:FldName+) 

One or more field names must be provided. You’ll get an exception if you ask for none. 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:QueryImage 

This message is used to query an image from the CQC image repository. The client must indicate the fully qualified path to the image, 
e.g. ‘/User/MyImages/Lamp’, and a serial number.  

The serial number is used to avoid sending the same image data over and over (and it can be fairly large) when the image hardly ever 
changes. So the master server keeps a serial number for each image and any time the image is changed, the serial number is 
incremented. When a client wants to query an image, it should set up a data structure with storage for the image (probably in the final 
displayable format) and a 32 bit unsigned value to store the serial number. It should initialize the serial number to zero. 

Zero is never a valid serial number, so this will insure that the first query for a given image will return the image data, and the latest 
serial number. The client should store that serial number along with the image, which will likely be in some kind of local image cache for 
efficiency. If a subsequent query for that image is made within some short period of time, maybe 15 or 30 seconds, the cache should 
just provide the existing image data, since it is very unlikely to have changed in such a short period of time. This implies that a time 
stamp is stored the last time the image was queried from the server. 

Subsequent accesses of the image, after the minimal time, should check the server to see if the image has changed. This is done by 
sending another QueryImage message, and passing back in the last serial number returned from the server. If the image has not 
changed, then the client’s serial number will be the same as the server’s and the CQCGW:ImageData reply will indicate that nothing has 
changed and the client can just update his time stamp and keep the current image data. If the image has changed, the client will get 
back new image data and a new serial number, in which case it should store the new serial number and the new image data. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QueryImage CQCGW:ImagePath="/System/General/Icons/Star" 

                      CQCGW:SerialNum="0x0"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

This one would be appropriate for an initial query of the image, since it passes in zero. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ImagePath Indicates the fully qualified path to the image to query. 

CQCGW:SerialNum 
Indicates the latest serial number that the client got from the server (or the initial 
default zero serial number.) It should be the formatted value, in hexadecimal 
format, and can be with or without a leading ‘0x’ prefix and any leading zeros. 
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CQCGW:QuerySchEv 

This message is used to query the configuration of a specific scheduled event. You must have already looked up the event id of the 
event you want to affect since that is how you indicate which one you want to query. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QuerySchEv CQCGW:EvId=’1234567890123456-1234567890123456”/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The reply will be one of the CQCGW:PerEvInfo, CQCGW:SchEvInfo, or CQCGW:SunEvInfo elements, depending on the type of the 
event that you queried. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:QuerySchEvs 

This message is used to query the list of available scheduled events. In order to minimize overhead, the server maintains a serial 
number, which it bumps any time a scheduled event is modified. When you ask for the list the first time, you must past zero as your 
currently serial number. Zero is never a valid serial number, so you will get the whole list back. After that, you can pass back in the last 
serial number you got, and the reply will either tell you that nothing has changed or it will tell you that the list has changed and give you 
the whole list back again. 

So you can always get the whole list by passing in zero. If you will be potentially reloading the list, just save the serial number returned 
and pass it back in, and repeat that for subsequent queries. Most of the time it will not have changed and it can save a lot of network 
overhead potentially.  

In the below, the last time the client asked for the list, it got back a serial number of 2, which it is passing back in this time. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QuerySchEvs CQCGW:SerialNum=’2’/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The reply will be a CQCGW:SchEvs element.  

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:SerialNum 

Pass zero the first time you ask for the list, which will insure you get the whole 
list. In subsequent queries you can pass back in the serial number returned in 
the previous query. If nothing has changed it will just tell you so instead of 
returning the whole list again. See notes above.  
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CQCGW:ReadField 

Normally a client will want to keep up with a fixed set of fields. This protocol supports doing that via the ‘Poll List’, so see the 
CQCGW:SetPollList message. But, there are times when the client wants to do an ad hoc reads of fields, usually during the invocation 
of an action of some sort, which depends on reading the state of a field. This message allows the client to query the value of a single 
field. It is not terribly efficient and shouldn’t be used for rapid, ongoing polling of a field. The poll list is designed for that. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:ReadField CQCGW:Field="DevSim.Power"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The client just passes in the name of the field it wants to read. The reply will be in the form of a CQCGW:FieldValue message. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Field The field to read, in standard ‘moniker.field’ notation. 
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CQCGW:RoomCfgRep 

When you request the configuration for a room, you will get a reply of this type. Currently you will only ever get one room’s worth of data, 
but there might be other queries in the future that return more than one, so this message is used to wrap the returned room 
configuration info reply.  

Here is an example reply to a room configuration query. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:RoomCfgRep> 

<CQCSysCfg:Room CQCSysCfg:Name="Test" 

                CQCSysCfg:ScrRes="1280 x 720" 

                CQCSysCfg:MedOpt="ECtrlOpt_Control" 

                CQCSysCfg:SecOpt="ECtrlOpt_Control" 

                CQCSysCfg:WeatOpt="ECtrlOpt_Control"> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Media  CQCSysCfg:MovPl="DuneHD" 

                    CQCSysCfg:MovRep="MediaRepo" 

                    CQCSysCfg:MusPl="AudioPlayer"  

                    CQCSysCfg:MusRep="MediaRepo"/> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Security CQCSysCfg:Panel="ElkM1" 

                      CQCSysCfg:SecArea="1" 

                      CQCSysCfg:ZoneCnt="2"> 

     PhysZone001, PhysZone002 

  </CQCSysCfg:Security> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Weather  CQCSysCfg:Drv="Weather"/> 

 

  <CQCSysCfg:Loads> 

      <CQCSysCfg:Load CQCSysCfg:Name="Overhead" 

                        CQCSysCfg:Fld="Lights.Z1DimState1"/> 

  </CQCSysCfg:Loads> 

</CQCSysCfg:Room> 

    </CQCGW:RoomCfgRep> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

. 

Element Content 

(CQCSysCfg:Room+) 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:RunMacro 

When the client wants to run a macro, it passes a message of this type. This message indicates the name of the macro to run, and 
optionally the values of any parameters that the macro might need. The results of the macro will be returned by the server via a 
CQCGW:MacroResults message. If an exception occurs, you will get back an exception reply back. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:RunMacro CQCGW:ClassPath="MEng.User.MyMacro"> 

        <CQCGW:MacroParm>Parm 1</CQCGW:MacroParm> 

        <CQCGW:MacroParm>-13</CQCGW:MacroParm> 

    </CQCGW:RunMacro> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

In this example, the macro “MEng.User.MyMacro” has been invoked, and it has two parameters being passed in. Note that there is no 
such thing as an Out or InOut parameter when calling macros via this protocol. Any values placed into such parameters of the Start() 
method will not come back to you.  

Element Content 

(CQCGW:MacroParm*) 

The content is zero or more macro parameter elements that represent the values to pass to the macro. They must be in the order of the 
macros defined for the macro’s Start() method. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:ClassPath The classpath of the macro to run. 
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CQCGW:SchEvs 

This message is returned in response to a CQCGW:QuerySchEvs, which is sent in order to get the list of currently configured scheduled 
events. When that query is made, the caller sends a serial number as well. If that number is zero, then the response will include all 
available events, and it will return the server’s current serial number. Any time any changes are made to scheduled events, the server 
bumps its serial number. So, you can pass back in the serial number you get in this reply the next time you do a query. 

If nothing has changed, then the CQCGW:Changes attribute will indicate this and nothing will actually be returned, which is fine because 
you already have the correct list. If your serial number is different from the server’s number, it will return you the whole list again, plus 
his most recent serial number. 

This element contains a heterogeneous list of event configuration elements, one for each event defined. Here an example with two 
events having been configured, and the caller’s serial number not having been the same as the server’s number, and therefore it 
needed to return the whole list, plus its most recent serial number of 5. It indicates Yes for changes. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SchEvs CQCGW:SerialNum=’5’ CQCGW:Changes=’Yes’> 

<CQCGW:PerEvInfo CQCGW:Name=”My Event” CQCGW:Id=”1234567890123456-1234567890123456” 

                 CQCGW:Type=”Hour” CQCGW:State=”Paused” CQCGW:Period=”2”/> 

<CQCGW:PerEvInfo CQCGW:Name=”My Event” CQCGW:Id=”84898A84BD487999-5234848143423456” 

                 CQCGW:Type=”Rise” CQCGW:State=”Resumed” CQCGW:Offset=”-30”/> 

    </CQCGW:SchEvs> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

If the client’s and server’s serial numbers had been the same, Changes would have been No and the CQCGW:SchEvs element would 
have been empty. 

Element Content 

 (CQCGW:PerEvInfo | CQCGW:SchEvInfo | CQCGW:SunEvInfo)* 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:SerialNum 
The server returns its current serial number for you to pass back in on 
subsequent queries. 

CQCGW:Changes 
This is Yes if your serial number didn’t match the server’s and therefore the 
whole list is being returned, or No if they matched and therefore the server 
doesn’t need to return anything (and there will be no child elements.) 
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CQCGW:SetOpts 

The client can control some aspects of how the server responds by setting or clearing a set of ‘option flags’. These are session specific, 
so each client has their own flag settings in the server. The currently defined option flags are: 

 NoAlpha.  If the client cannot handle alpha transparency based images, it can set this flag to make the server convert any 
alpha based images to color based transparency format before passing them on. The quality of the resulting image can vary 
widely according to how aggressively the image uses the alpha channel. But at least the client will be able to display something 
meaningful. 

 ImgInfo. If set, CQCGW:ImageData  messages will contain extra attributes that describe the format of the image, which can 
help some clients know what to do with them. See the CQCGW:ImageData message for details. 

 
Here is an example that demonstrates the setting of a flag: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetOpts CQCGW:OptName="ImgInfo" CQCGW:State="True"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

This one turns on the “ImgInfo” flag. If the operation succeeds, you will get a CQCGW:AckReply back. If it fails, you will get a 
CQCGW:NakReply back. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:OptName 
The name of the option to set. It will be one of the values defined in the 
OptFlags entity in the DTD. 

CQCGW:State The state to set the flag to. It should be True or False. 
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CQCGW:SetPerEv 

This message is sent to update the configuration of a periodic type scheduled event (every X minutes, hours, or days.) You must have 
already looked up the id of the event you want to affect, and it must be a periodic type scheduled event or this operation will fail. 

Here is an example, where it is being set up to run 2 units (whatever sort of period it was created as), from a particular starting time. The 
xxxx value in this case is a place holder for some valid 100-ns time stamp (from midnight Jan 1970.) The start time controls two things. 
One is when it will start, so it can be set to some point in the future to prevent the event from starting until then. But it also controls the 
time at which the subsequent minutes, hours or days are calculated. I.e. if you start it at 2:30 on some day, and it runs every hour, then 
once that day arrives, it’ll run next at 3:30, then 4:30 and so on. If it runs every X days, and you set the time to 17:00, then it’ll run at 
5PM every X days, since it moves forward by one day each time and you end up on the same hour the next day. 

This second purpose doesn’t have much meaning for minute based events since they are running every minute anyway. And if you 
don’t care particularly when it runs within the hour or day, just that it runs every X hours or days, then just set the start time to the current 
time when you send this command. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetPerEv CQCGW:EvId=’1234567890123456-1234567890123456’ 

                    CQCGW:Period=’2’ CQCGW:FromTime=xxxx”/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Note that you cannot change the type of periodic event with this command, i.e. if it is set up, for instance, to run every X hours, you can’t 
change that to be for days. This command just lets you change how many hours between and the start time. 

Note that the calling Gateway Server session will have to have logged in under at least a Power User account in order to make this call 
or it will be rejected as having insufficient permissions. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:EvId 
The event id of the event you want to set the time for. It must be a periodic 
scheduled event or an exception will occur. 

CQCGW:Period 
This is the X of ‘every X days or hours or minutes’. I.e. you want it to run every 
five hours, set this to five. 

CQCGW:FromTime 
The time at which the event should start running. See the comments above for 
details. 
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CQCGW:SetPollList 

The client is allowed to set a list of fields that it would like to be able to efficiently get the values of. This is called its ‘poll list’. Once a poll 
list is set, the CQCGW:Query call can be made with a CQCGW:Poll query type, and the server will return a CQCGW:PollReply with field 
values for any fields that have changed since the last poll. After setting the poll list, the first poll will return all fields, so that the client can 
get any field value data initialized. After that, only changes are returned, for efficiency. 

To set the poll list you must pass a list of moniker/field pairs of the fields you want to poll, which are passed as CQCGW:FldName 
elements. Here is an example that demonstrates the setting the poll list. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetPollList> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day1Low"/> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day2Low"/> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day3Low"/> 

    </CQCGW:SetPollList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

In this case, three fields are added to the poll list. If successful, an Ack is returned, else a Nak. Note that there is an optional parameter, 
CQCGW:RetInfo, which can be set to ‘Yes’ to cause the reply to not be an Ack on success, but a return just like that returned by the 
QueryFieldInfoList call, i.e. a list of field definition objects containing information on each field you just set, in the order that you set 
them. I.e. with our example above, we’d get back field definition objects on fields Day1Low, Day2Low, and Day3Low, in that order.  

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetPollList CQCGW:RetInfo="Yes"> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day1Low"/> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day2Low"/> 

         <CQCGW:FldName CQCGW:Name="Weather.Day3Low"/> 

    </CQCGW:SetPollList> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

 

Element Content 

(CQCGW:FldName*) 

Note that it is zero or more. Send an empty list to tell the server you don’t need to poll fields anymore. This is just a nicety since they will 
time out of the server’s list after 60 seconds of inactivity, so be sure to poll at least once a minute (and provide for a little slop time in 
there, so probably at least 50 seconds) to keep them active. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:RetInfo 
An optional flag, which indicates whether you want an ack back on success or 
a field info list back. Defaults to “No” if not provided. 
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CQCGW:SetSchEv 

This message is sent to update the configuration of a scheduled type scheduled event (Daily, Weekly, or Monthly.) You must have 
already looked up the id of the event you want to affect, and it must be a scheduled type scheduled event or this operation will fail. 

Here is an example, where a weekly event is being set up to run weekly, on Monday and Friday, at 2PM. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetSchEv CQCGW:EvId=’1234567890123456-1234567890123456’ 

                    CQCGW:DHM=’00 14 00’ CQCGW:Mask=’0100010’/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The mask indicates the days of the week since it is a weekly event, so there are seven 0 or 1 values to indicate which days to run it. The 
DHM value indicates the day, hour and minute to run the event on those days it runs. In this case the Days value is meaningless since it 
is a weekly type event, but the 14 and 00 mean at 1400 hours on the days the mask indicate. 

Here is an example of a monthly one, running on Jan, April, July, and Oct, on the 15th of those months at 5:30PM. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetSchEv CQCGW:EvId=’1234567890123456-1234567890123456’ 

                    CQCGW:DHM=’15 17 30’ CQCGW:Mask=’100100100100’/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

In this case, the DHM includes a day of the month, the 15th, and the mask contains 12 values, one per month. If it’s a daily type event 
then the mask isn’t used and can be empty, and the Day part of the DHM is again not important. 

Note that you cannot change the type of event with this command. It must be a scheduled type scheduled event and you must pass the 
right info for that type of event. 

Note that the calling Gateway Server session will have to have logged in under at least a Power User account in order to make this call 
or it will be rejected as having insufficient permissions. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:EvId 
The event id of the event you want to set the time for. It must be a scheduled 
type scheduled event or an exception will occur. 

CQCGW:DHM 
This contains three space separated decimal values, which represent the day, 
hour, and minute to run the event. The day part should be 0 for daily or weekly 
type events, and only set for monthly events. See the notes above. 

CQCGW:Mask 

This not used for daily events and can be empty. For weekly events it contains 
seven 0 or 1 values, where the 1s indicate days of the week to run the event 
and 0’s  indicate days not to run it (starting with Sunday.) For monthly events it 
contains twelve values that indicate the months to run the event or not. 
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CQCGW:SetSunEv 

This message is sent to update the configuration of a sunrise or sunset based event. This one is simple since you can only indicate how 
many minutes before or after sunrise or sunset the event should run. It can be up to 60 minutes before or after. In this example it is set 
up to run 30 minutes before either sunrise or sunset (whichever it was created for originally.) 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:SetSunEv CQCGW:EvId=’1234567890123456-1234567890123456’ 

                    CQCGW:Offset=’-30’/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Note that you cannot change the type of event with this command. It must be a sun-based type scheduled event and you must pass the 
right info for that type of event. 

Note that the calling Gateway Server session will have to have logged in under at least a Power User account in order to make this call 
or it will be rejected as having insufficient permissions. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:EvId 
The event id of the event you want to set the time for. It must be a sun-based 
scheduled event or an exception will occur. 

CQCGW:Offset 
The number of minutes before or after sunrise or sunset to turn the event. 
Negative numbers are before and positive numbers after. Zero means on the 
minute of sunrise or sunset. The values can be from -60 to 60. 
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CQCGW:TemplateData 

When the queries a template description, via the CQCGW:QueryTemplate message, this message is returned. It returns an XML 
description of the template which can be used to create that template on the client side. The XML description of a template is completely 
separate from the gateway server’s XML format, so it is not part of the DTD above. It is just embedded as the element content of the 
returned template data element, and you can pull out that node and parse out the template description separately. 

Here is an example with a very simple template that contains a single static text widget. Note that the formatting was manually done for 
this example but actually it will be much more compact. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:TemplateData> 

        <?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 

        <Tmpl CQCVer='1.3.8' Role='Limited User' 

              Name='/User/Target'> 

            <BAttrs AWrt='False' Area='0,0-320,240' BC1='204,204,204' 

                    BC2='255,255,255' FC1='0,0,0' FC2='255,255,255' 

                    FC3='0,0,0' Styles='' Bgn='EBgnStyle_Fill'/> 

            <WdgList Cnt='1'> 

                <StaticText> 

                    <BAttrs AWrt='False' Area='25,30-98,19' 

                            BC1='204,204,204' BC2='255,255,255' 

                            FC1='0,0,0' FC2='255,255,255' FC3='0,0,0' 

                            Styles='' Bgn='EBgnStyle_Fill'/> 

                    <Font Face='Arial' Ht='12' HJust='EHJustify_Left' 

                          VJust='EVJustify_Center'/> 

                    <Capt>Target</Capt> 

                </StaticText> 

            </WdgList> 

        </Tmpl> 

    </CQCGW:TemplateData> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

 A discussion of the contents of the template data is covered in the appendices of this document. But note that the element 
content of the TemplateData element is doubly escaped. This is because when you parse the message, all of the content of the 
message will be un-escaped. When you pull out the template data contents to parse it, it still has to have appropriate escapes 
in it, so the server doubly escapes the template data so that this double parsing will work on your end. 

Element Content 

(ANY) 

This element’s content is an open ended PCDATA style, which means that anything can go in it. This is because the XML for the 
template is a completely separate set of XML tags from the gateway protocol’s tag set, and uses a different DTD. So that XML text is 
just embedded within the returned message as comes from the data server. As noted above, it is doubly escaped. 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:TemplateScope 

When a client asks for a list of available templates, via the generic CQCGW:Query message, the server will return an XML tree that 
represents the available templates. This will consist of a CQCGW:TemplateScope element, which is a recursive structure containing 
other scope elements and template name elements. The template name elements indicate the name of a template at the current scope. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

  <CQCGW:TemplateScope CQCGW:Name='/'> 

    <CQCGW:TemplateScope CQCGW:Name='System'> 

    </CQCGW:TemplateScope> 

    <CQCGW:TemplateScope CQCGW:Name='User'> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_DVD'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Intro'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Main'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Security'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_VCR'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

      <CQCGW:TemplateName CQCGW:Name='Demo_Weather'></CQCGW:TemplateName> 

    </CQCGW:TemplateScope> 

  </CQCGW:TemplateScope> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

In this example, we see that a set of template names have been returned for the /User/ scope, and that the /System scope is empty. They 
are both under the ‘/’ scope, which represents the root of the hierarchy. 

Element Content 

(CQCGW:TemplateScope*, CQCGW:TemplateName*) 

The template scope is recursive and can contain other scopes, and template names. So the names are the leaf nodes and the scopes 
are the internal nodes in the tree. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Name 
The name of the scope. It is just the name part, since the scope it is in is 
implicit by it's location in the returned tree. 
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CQCGW:UnknownException 

If something goes really wrong and the gateway server gets an unexpected exception while processing a reply from the client, it will 
send this message back to indicate that this has happened. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

None 
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CQCGW:WriteField 

When the client wants to write a value to a field, it will send a message of this type to the server. The value will go to the Gateway 
Server, and from there to the CQCServer that hosts the device driver. The value will be tested against any field limits and if legal, it will 
be written to the device. 

Here is an example of writing to a string field, in the text to speech driver: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:WriteField CQCGW:Field="Speech.SayText" CQCGW:Value="1 &amp; 2"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

This one says “1 & 2”, which is spoken as “One and two”. Note that the ampersand must be escaped, since it’s not legal to have an 
ampersand directly in an XML attribute. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Field The moniker/name of the field to write to 

CQCGW:Value 
The value to write to the field. If it is not a legal value for the target field, an 
error will be returned. 
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Appendix A – Media Interfaces 

This section covers the message format for the media repository oriented interfaces. These are not really part of the core automation 
functionality, so they are split out separately to keep the above message reference cleaner. These messages have all the same 
characteristics of the other messages above; they are just oriented toward media information. 

The 4.5 version, unlike previous versions, has changed radically with respect to media data. Where before you would have to basically 
deal with media information piecemeal, now you just download whole media repositories and deal with the media metadata data locally 
yourself. You only need to go back to the XML GW server for a couple things. 

The other big difference, required by this change in strategy, is that everything now has persistent ids. Previously you worked via ‘cookies’ 
which you would get from repository drivers. Cookies are their way of representing any given piece of metadata in a compact way. 
However, those cookies were not guaranteed to be persistent across reloads of a media repository driver or restarts of CQC. This meant 
that clients couldn’t really cache any information. That had to change since clients now download whole databases and they can’t be 
expected to do that constantly. 

So, persistent ids now exist both at the overall database level and for images. This allows clients to only have to download media 
metadata when it actually changes. They can check for changes reliably using these new persistent ids. Given that media repositories 
usually don’t change much at all, this makes media browsing very efficient. Clients can come up, check to see if now data is available 
and, if not and it’s usually not, just work with the last database they downloaded and have it all instantly available. 

Effectively, the interface now consists of downloading the database, and downloading art as required. Some clients may also still want to 
view the playlists of renderer drivers so that they can present that data and control the playlist. But in terms of browsing, it’s all really local 
to the clients now, and they can present it however they want. 

Database Format 

The format of the database follows the structure of the media repositories. There are images, categories, items, collections, and titles, in 
that order. When there are references, they are in the form of numeric ids. Each entry is assigned a numeric id, unique within that type. 
So a collection will reference the items that it contains by including their numeric ids. So you can look up those items.  

Generally you will want to create sorted views of each type of data, by numeric and, and probably by name/title, for fast lookup. And 
possibly others if you want to provide allow for sorting by those criteria. 

The numeric ids are only meaningful within a given downloaded instances of a database. They could change if you download changes 
for that repository. For everything besides images that is fine because all of the other data is actually in the database, so it’s all 
downloaded as a self-consistent block of data. But for images, there are persistent ids that you will us to go back to the server and 
retrieve the image data. These ids will only change if the image changes. 

There is an overall image id, the UID. And there are persistent ids for any of the image sizes that the repository provides, usually large 
and small. The UID may change but the persistent ids won’t. So you can use the persistent ids as cache ids. When you need to get the 
image for a given collection or title, you will look up the image by the image id referenced by that title or collection. Get the size specific 
id from it, and see if that is in your cache. If not, download it. You can compare your cached id to the current one to see if there have 
been any changes. 

It is possible for some repos that the UID can change since some repositories don’t provide any unique id for any data. Where possible 
the UID will remain consistent and only the per-size ids will change as the image data changes. But, if they don’t provide any such data, 
such as with the File Tag repo, that information has to be synthesized, from something like a hash of the path to the image. If the user 
were to move the repo, then all of the image UIDs will change. That’s why you probably only want to use the per-size ids for caching.  

Image Pre-Downloading 

Given some of the above discussion, it would be possible for clients to pre-download all of the images to avoid having to access them 
during browsing, viewing. Of course once a database has been downloaded, and the images downloaded, the above discussed 
persistent id strategies would allow you to only download those images that have changed. You could keep track of which images in 
your cache came back as not available and remove them. 
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If you do this, do keep in mind that the server is a shared resource. Throttle your downloading a little bit, since there can be a lot of 
images in a repository. 

Database DTD 

In order to reduce the amount of data transmitted when a database has to be downloaded, no more data than is required is transmitted, 
and what is sent is compressed. One very practical way to reduce data is to not send any values that are at their defaults. These values 
can be pushed into the data stream on the client side by using a DTD that defines the default values for attributes not provided in the 
original data. And of course it allows for validation of the data as well. 

Here is a DTD that will serve this purpose: 

<?xml encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

 

<!ELEMENT   Cast    (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT   CCols   (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT   CItems  (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT   Desc    (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT   InCats  (#PCDATA)> 

 

<!-- Images --> 

<!ELEMENT   Img EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST   Img 

            LrgPId  CDATA "" 

            SmlPId  CDATA "" 

            PosPId  CDATA "" 

            Id      CDATA #REQUIRED 

            UID     CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT   Imgs    (Img*)> 

<!ATTLIST   Imgs 

            Cnt     CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

 

<!-- Categories --> 

<!ELEMENT   Cat EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST   Cat 

            Id      CDATA #REQUIRED 

            Name    CDATA #REQUIRED 

            UID     CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

<!ELEMENT   Cats (Cat*)> 

<!ATTLIST   Cats 

            Cnt     CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

 

<!-- Items --> 

<!ELEMENT   Item (InCats)> 

<!ATTLIST   Item 

            Artist  CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            Secs    CDATA   '0' 

            Loc     CDATA   '' 

            Id      CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            Name    CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            UID     CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            BitD    CDATA   '0' 

            BitR    CDATA   '0' 

            Chs     CDATA   '0' 

            URat    CDATA   '0' 

            SRate   CDATA   '0' 

            Year    CDATA   '0'> 

 

<!ELEMENT   Items   (Item*)> 

<!ATTLIST   Items 
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            Cnt     CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

 

<!-- Collections --> 

<!ELEMENT   Col (InCats?, CItems, Cast?, Desc?)> 

<!ATTLIST   Col 

            Ana     (Y|N)   'N' 

            IsPL    (Y|N)   'N' 

            Year    CDATA   '0' 

            Secs    CDATA   '0' 

            Artist  CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            Id      CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            ArtId   CDATA   '0' 

            Name    CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            UID     CDATA   #REQUIRED 

 

            LType   (FileCol|FileItem|Changer) #REQUIRED 

            AR      CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            Lab     CDATA   '' 

            LAct    CDATA   '' 

            Loc     CDATA   '' 

            Fmt     CDATA   '' 

            Rat     CDATA   'None' 

            ASIN    CDATA   '' 

            UPC     CDATA   ''> 

 

<!ELEMENT   Cols    (Col*)> 

<!ATTLIST   Cols 

            Cnt     CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

 

 

 

<!-- Titles --> 

<!ELEMENT   Titl    (CCols)> 

 

<!ATTLIST   Titl 

            Ana     (Y|N)   'N' 

            Year    CDATA   '0' 

            Artist  CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            Id      CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            ArtId   CDATA   '0' 

            Name    CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            STitle  CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            UID     CDATA   #REQUIRED 

            SeqNum  CDATA   '0' 

 

            BitD    CDATA   '0' 

            BitR    CDATA   '0' 

            Chs     CDATA   '0' 

            URat    CDATA   '0' 

            SRate   CDATA   '0' 

            Added   CDATA   '0'> 

 

 

<!ELEMENT   Sets    (Titl*)> 

<!ATTLIST   Sets 

            Cnt     CDATA #REQUIRED> 

 

 

<!-- The main elements --> 

<!ELEMENT   Music   (Imgs, Cats, Items, Cols, Sets)> 

<!ELEMENT   Movie   (Imgs, Cats, Items, Cols, Sets)> 

<!ELEMENT   MediaDB (Music?, Movie?)> 
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Message Elements 

This section describes the elements that define the media messages. There aren’t very many in the 4.5 world and beyond, as discussed 
above. Because there are so few and they don’t really share many common elements, we don’t break out separate elements and 
document them on their own. We just define each top level message and its contents. 
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CQCGW:MediaDBInfo 

This is the reply when you query the media database of a repository, via CQCGW:QueryMediaDB. When you query the database, you 
will either pass in a previously obtained database serial number or an empty value if you don’t have any currently cached database for 
the repository. If a new query or changes have occurred, you will get back new database info and the current serial number for the 
database. If no changes have occurred, then that will be indicated and you can continue to use the data you have. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:MediaDBInfo  CQCGW:Result="NewData" 

                        CQCGW:DBSerialNum=”13039782-73FB6506-B1CB341E-F2CC5295-73B947B1” > 

         … database data …. 

    </CQCGW:MediaDBInfo> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

Element Content 

The content is first compressed via ZLib and then base 64 encoded. This drastically reduces the size of the data in most cases. So you 
must first base 64 decoded, and then that resulting data must be ZLib decoded. At that point you will have a binary buffer that contains 
UTF-8 encoded XML  

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Result The result of the query. It will be Failed, NoChanges, or NewData.  

CQCGW:DBSerialNum 
The current serial number for the database you have just downloaded. If 
NoChanges is the result then this will be the same as what you passed in. 
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CQCGW:MediaImgData 

This is the reply when artwork is queried, via the CQCGW:QueryMediaArt  or CQCGW:QueryMediaRendArt message. Those two 
messages are pretty different, but the reply is similar enough that it’s not worth having two different replies. But it does mean some of 
the return values are not used in all cases.  

If querying renderer art, you are getting the art of the currently playing item. In that case, the SID value is not returned because it’s not 
valid. When querying repo art, then the id returned is the current size specific id which you can cache and pass back in later if you want 
to check for changes. 

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QueryMediaDB CQCGW:Bytes="32551" 

                        CQCGW:Result="NewData" 

                        CQCGW:SID=”13039782-73FB6506-B1CB341E-F2CC5295-73B947B1” 

                        CQCGW:Type=”JPEG”> 

         … image data …. 

    </CQCGW:QueryMediaDB> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The  

Element Content 

The content is the base 64 encoded image data. It is not compressed because the image data will already be compressed in most 
cases. So it just needs to be base 64 decoded, which should result in the indicated number of bytes. That should be the raw image file 
data. 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Bytes The number of bytes of image data, once it is decoded. 

CQCGW:Result 

The result of the query. It will be Failed, NoChanges, or NewData. Failed 
means that something went wrong. NoChanges for renderer art means there’s 
no current art available (nothing playing) and for repo art means that it’s not 
changed since your last query. NewData means that new art data was returned. 

CQCGW:Type The image type, which will be PNG,  JPEG, BMP, or Unknown. 

CQCGW:SID 
This is only used when query repo art. The current size specific ID will be 
returned. This can be cached and passed back in later to only get data if it’s 
changed. 
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CQCGW:QueryMediaArt 

This message allows the client to query images from repositories. Some of the data passed in comes from the media database that the 
client will have already downloaded (see QueryMediaDB below.) The client provides the moniker of the repository driver to get the 
image from, though this message does not actually go to the repository itself. The data is gotten from the cached media data that the 
client service has downloaded to the machine where the GW server is running. So the path is shorter than it used to be when the calls 
had to be forwarded to the repository driver. 

The caller also sends the unique id of the image to download, which comes from the downloaded database. This identifies the overall 
image. He also indicates a size (large or small) to get a particular size of the image. And, if he has previously downloaded the image, he 
can pass back in the size specific id as well. This allows the GW server to see if the image has changed or not. If not, it will tell the client 
that it already has the latest data, instead of just downloading the image again. 

Here is an example of querying a large music image, for the first time so not passing in a value for the size specific id. 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QueryMediaArt CQCGW:Moniker='MediaRepo' 

                         CQCGW:MType=”Music” 

                         CQCGW:Size=”Lrg” 

                         CQCGW:UID=”ACD447E6FD91CA96-025A9FFE66C8D4CB”/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The reply will be a CQCGW:MediaImgData message. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Moniker The media repository to query the image from 

CQCGW:MType The media type of the image, Music or Movie. 

CQCGW:Size The size of image to query, Lrg or Sml 

CQCGW:UID The unique id of the image, from the downloaded media database 

CQCGW:SID 
The size specific id. Don’t specify it if you haven’t already downloaded the 
image. If you have cached the image, and just want to see if it has changed, 
pass this in. 
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CQCGW:QueryMediaDB 

The first thing that you will commonly do is download the media database for any repositories you want to let your users browse. These 
can be a bit large, so you probably want to do this under user control. I.e. allow them to indicate it should be updated on startup, with an 
option to cancel it, or to do it manually. Once the database is downloaded, it can be cached and reused. Most of the time, the data will 
not change, so the data will be immediately available for use. 

Each database will have a persistent id which will be returned with the database. You will cache this id as well, and can use it to check 
for changes later. Since the database mostly won’t change, most of the time you will just be told that nothing has changed since the last 
time and you can just use the data you already have. Else you will get new data.  

Here is an example: 

<CQCGW:Msg> 

    <CQCGW:QueryMediaDB CQCGW:Moniker ="TestRepo" 

                        CQCGW:DBSerialNum="13039782-73FB6506-B1CB341E-F2CC5295-73B947B1"/> 

</CQCGW:Msg> 

 

The reply with be a CQCGW:MediaDBInfo message. 

Element Content 

None 

Attributes 

Name Description 

CQCGW:Moniker The moniker of the repository driver to query the database for.  

CQCGW:DBSerialNum 
The serial number of the database. If you are querying for the first time, send 
an empty value. On subsequent queries, pass the database back in so the 
server can check to see if you need to download new data. 
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